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Introduction
If there is one thing that there is no shortage of in the design industry,
it is award shows and competitions. From city-specific to regional to global
models, there are more than enough opportunities for designers to pit
their work against that of their peers and earn a little bit of prestige
and validation on their talent and hard work. Even within logo and
identity design there are sufficient specialized awards and competitions.
So when we decided we would be adding to the glut of publications and
organizations asking designers to spend their time and budget on our
awards, we wanted to make sure it was not just a well-worth investment
of both but that it presented a unique model that celebrated and awarded
projects through a scope and approach different than the rest.
One of the biggest complaints about design awards and competitions is
that they consist of juries full of designers who then pat other designers
on the back, a vicious circle that doesn’t demonstrate how design is
appreciated and understood by people other than designers. Our approach
was to include “clients” in the jury. After all, it is clients who initiate the
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process of designing a logo, identity, or brand program, and it is they
who must appreciate, understand, and, more importantly, approve for
implementation the work we do. We built our jury around five individuals:
three designers and two clients, where we asked two of the designers to
each invite one of their clients. While we presumed this would work we
were thrilled to see the balance that was actually achieved on judging day.
The relationship between designer and client then became the foundation
for the Brand New Awards: In order to be published, all the winning projects
would need to provide a statement from their client where it could be
demonstrated that their expectations were met. Some of these client statements provide surprisingly succinct and effective proof that working with
a great identity designer, firm, or consultancy is of the utmost importance
to any organization. Client statements also helped rid our awards from
a recurring malady in other competitions: winning work that was never
produced or concept work that never faced the rigors of implementation.
Another important aspect of our model was to establish categories that
reflect the work identity designers do, regardless of how big or small
their own businesses, or clients, may be. The most popular category was

not surprisingly “Logos.” We received 243 of them, ranging from a local
laundromat to a global pharmaceutical company, using the logo as the
foundation, we built up in scale and complexity of a project: from “Logo
and Identity Animations” to “Basic Identity Applications” to “Comprehensive Identity Programs” to “Guideline Documents.” There are further details
and insight about each of these in the category openers of the book.
To complement the traditional “Best of Show” award we added two special
awards: one for “Design Effectiveness,” awarded to the project best able to
summarize the quantitative and qualitative effects of a project, and the
other for “Client Leadership,” awarded to the project best able to exemplify
the leadership of an individual or group of individuals on the client side
to oversee the development and implementation of an identity. Entrants
were given the option to nominate their project by submitting a written
summary. Unfortunately, of all the winning entries none provided a
nomination and these special awards went unclaimed. We had originally
secured sponsorship for these awards so that each winner would receive
$3,000 that UnderConsideration would donate in their name to a charity
of their choice. Since only Best of Show was awarded — sponsored by
Neenah Paper — the other $6,000 secured from Pattison Sign Group and
MailChimp were split among the four Best of Category winners in the
professional level, each assigned $1,500 to select a charity to donate to.
The Brand New Awards were also open to students as a recognition that
imaginative identity work, free of the constraints of professional work,
is being done in classrooms around the world.
As interesting as it was to formulate an alternative model for a competition
and raise $9,000 for charity, the main purpose of the Brand New Awards was
to find the very best identity work being done around the world, and the
result is this compilation of 101 projects that represent work from freelance
designers to multinational brand consultancies, for indie musicians to
global corporations, from Australia to Peru to the United States to the
United Kingdom to Singapore and more. Our judges’ discerning selections
capture a snapshot of the field of identity design in 2010, reflecting the
most successful collaborations between a client and their designer, design
firm, brand consultancy, or internal creative team.
Congratulations to the winners and many thanks to all who entered,
Bryony Gomez-Palacio + Armin Vit
P rincipa l s , U n d e rCo n s i d e r at i o n
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Charitable Contributions
With the support of our sponsors the following charitable contributions
were made by UnderConsideration LLC in the name of each design firm.

$3,000
New York Foundation for
the Arts

Sponsored by

Empowering artists at critical stages in their
creative lives.
in name of

Wolff Olins
For their Best of Show Award for Mathaf: Arab
Museum of Modern Art.
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$1,500
The Wounded Warrior Project
Raising awareness and enlisting the public’s aid
for the needs of injured service members, to help
injured servicemen and women aid and assist each
other, and providing unique, direct programs and
services to meet their needs.

in name of

thelab
For their Best of Category Award in Logos
for Comedy Central.

Sponsored by

$1,500
Lucile Packard Foundation for
Children’s Health

S p o n s o r e d by

In support of Dr. Antonio Hardan’s Autism
Research, undertaking research projects to help
understand root causes of autism.

in name o f

Manual
For their Best of Category Award in Basic Identity
Applications for Slice.

$1,500
Mercy Corps

S p o n s o r e d by

Alleviating suffering, poverty and oppression
by helping people build secure, productive and
just communities.
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in name o f

Feel Good Anyway
For their Best of Category Award in Logo and
Identity Animations for IFC.

$1,500
DonorsChoose.org
Connecting donors to classrooms in need through
online donations.

in name o f

Feel Good Anyway
For their Best of Category Award in Guideline
Documents for IFC.

NOTE

Feel Good Anyway asked that their donation be
made to the “Most Urgent” projects (Highest Poverty
+ Lowest Cost + Fewest Days Left).

S p o n s o r e d by

DESIGNER s & CLIENTs

Judges
Unlike most design awards that are judged solely by designers, the Brand
New Awards judging panel comprises five individuals: Three designers
and two clients, the latter invited by two of the designers. This combination
places emphasis on concept and execution but with an increased level of
scrutiny toward strategy and business.
The designers and
clients brought an
equal volume of passion
and conviction to the
judging. Nobody was
at a loss for opinion.
And nobody held
back. The designers
were dorky about type
and originality and
historical reference.
The clients laughed at
us and mostly stayed
focused on the idea.
— J ENNIFER KINON

The decision to have a judging panel comprising designers and clients was
truly inspired. All of the judges shared a passion for great design and ﬁrst-hand
knowledge of the significant impact great design can have in building brands.
The judging process itself was a manifestation of client/agency partnerships
at their best: the designers set the standard for the excellence and were very
mindful of the nuances that distinguish solid design from inspired design.
The clients brought a real world perspective — emphasizing communication,
differentiation and business impact. Despite these differences, it is interesting
to note that there was a high degree of consensus around the entries that rose
to the top.
As a client, what was most interesting to me was how quickly the designers
could conduct a very detailed analysis of the designs — while I was able to
quickly form an opinion about whether a design “worked.” The designers were
also able to leverage years of looking at and studying design to provide a more
critical assessment of the distinctiveness of the designs. — laurel richie
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I very much enjoyed
the mix of designers
and clients. They
brought real world
feedback and looked
at things a bit differ ently than us. Their
focus was on problemsolving first and craft
second, whereas the
designers typically
approached the work
in the opposite order.
— Margaret Youngblood

To invite clients as part of the jury was a stroke of genius. It immediately
gave the judging a different perspective. As far as I observed, they judged more
decisive and spontaneously than the designers. They “liked” or “disliked”
solutions based on the face value, their personal taste, and whether something
had an idea behind it. We designers judge perhaps more on a professional
level, whether something will work small, how it is reproduced, the typography,
whether it is a rip-off, etc. I was impressed by Claudine and Laurel. This mix
also prevented us from the typical designers judging other designers and the
patting-each-other-on-the-back syndrome. — St e f f G e i ss b u h l e r

Having a jury made up
of designer and clients
makes it possible to
have a wide-ranging
and more complete
debate. The designers
brought a dimension
related to the quality of
execution and a global
vision on what is done
in the world of design.
The clients seem to
be more sensitive to
the aesthetics and the
concept. By sharing
these two ways of
judging we ensured
that the selected projects were led as much
by their creativity,
execution, and
coherence as for their
concept and strategy.
— claudine Félix-Janneau

FOUNDING PARTNER, C&G PARTNERS

Steff Geissbuhler

Steff is among America’s most celebrated designers of integrated brand and corporate identity programs.
His work also includes posters, brochures, books and illustrations. He has designed architectural graphics
and sign systems for various institutions, environmental graphics and exhibitions. Steff’s work has been
honored with the American Institute of Graphic Arts Medal for his sustained contribution to design excellence and the development of the profession. Steff served as the U.S. president of the Alliance Graphique
Internationale and has been a member of the board of the American Institute of Graphic Arts. He is past
president of AIGA’s New York chapter. Steff received his diploma in graphic design from the School of Art
and Design, Basel, Switzerland, in 1964. He has taught at the Philadelphia College of Art, Cooper Union,
Yale University and lectures throughout the country. Prior to forming C&G Partners in 2005, he was at Geigy Pharmaceuticals, Basel;
Murphy Levy Wurman Architects, Philadelphia; Anspach Grossman Portugal, New York, and a partner and principal at Chermayeff
& Geismar Inc. for over 30 years.
foundin g PARTNER AND DESIGNER,
OCD | THE ORIGINAL CHAMPIONS OF DESIGN

Jennifer Kinon

Jennifer is a founding partner of OCD.
She is also a faculty member of the
School of Visual Arts MFA Design
Program and serves as the president
of AIGA/NY. Jennifer most recently
worked as a designer for Michael
Bierut at Pentagram in New York
City. Her work with Pentagram has
won awards from the D&AD, AIGA365, Type Directors Club, ID
Magazine, Communication Arts and Print. It has also been included
in the permanent collection at the Museum of Sex. Prior to joining
Pentagram, Kinon was design director of New York City’s 2012
Olympic Bid and art director for Graphis Inc. She graduated
from the University of Michigan, then earned an MFA from the
School of Visual Arts. Kinon is the first program graduate to join
the faculty.
PRINCIPAL AND EXECUTIV E CREATIV E DIRECTOR, TRINITY BRAND GROUP

Margaret Youngblood

Margaret is an award-winning
brand strategist and identity designer who has led comprehensive
retail and corporate brand programs
for FedEx, BP, Xbox, LG, Charles
Schwab, H&R Block, Accenture, US
Trust, Banana Republic, GAP, The
Ford Motor Company, Carhartt, HP,
Lilly, Danone, Fritolay, NetJets, Warner Brothers, NCAA and
Salt Lake Winter Olympics. Most recently, Margaret completed
the identity revitalization for Pathé (Europe’s premier film studio
—producer of 8-time Oscar-winning Slumdog Millionaire) and
the new identity and retail implementation for the merger
of Gaumont and Pathé Cinemas (Europe’s largest chain of movie
theatres). Prior to joining Trinity, Margaret served as Vice
President of Marketing and Senior Creative Director at Banana
Republic overseeing the customer experience and creative
development of all Banana Republic brand communications.
She is also renowned for her role as Principal and Executive
Creative Director at Landor Associates for 20 years. Margaret’s
first job was with Raymond Loewy in Paris, France.

SENIOR V ICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF MAR KETING OFFICER ,
GIRL SCOUTS OF THE USA

Laurel J. Richie

Laurel is responsible for Girl Scouts
of the USA’s brand, communications,
publishing, marketing, and web-based
initiatives. With a key role in the
launch of GSUSA’s new core business
strategy, Richie is also helping to ensure that a comprehensive media and
communications strategy is in place
to support the organization’s strategic priorities. Previously,
Richie held the position of senior partner, executive group
director, at Ogilvy & Mather, where she worked on a long series
of noteworthy campaigns for clients including Campbell Soup,
American Express, Chesebrough-Pond’s, Oscar Mayer, Maidenform,
Pepperidge Farm, Springs Industries, and the Partnership for a
Drug-Free America. Working in partnership with Kimberly-Clark,
she played a key role in building Huggies into a leading global
brand and helped transform Kotex into a more modern brand for
today’s young women. She sat on Ogilvy New York’s Operating
Board and was a founding member of the agency’s Employee
Advisory Council on Diversity and Inclusion. Richie’s pro-bono
clients included the Museum for African Art, the Hospital for
Special Surgery, and the New York Human Rights Commission.
In addition, she has mentored young women and girls as part of
Big Brothers/Big Sisters, the 4A’s Multicultural Advertising Intern
Program, Xavier University’s Youth Motivation Task Force, and
the Advertising Educational Foundation. A graduate of Dartmouth
College, Richie is a recipient of the YMCA’s Black Achiever’s
Award and Ebony magazine’s Outstanding Women in Marketing
and Communications.
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR , LES CINEMAS GAUMONT PATHÉ

Claudine Félix-Janneau

Claudine began her career at France
Câble Radio (a subsidiary of Orange)
and then with Chargeurs in 1990 as
a communications officer primarily
in financial communications. In
1996, she joined the Corporate
Communications group of Pathé
and worked primarily in the area
of institutional communication. She was actively involved in
the rebranding of Pathé conducted in 1998 (with Landor and
Margaret Youngblood) and ensured its implementation through
the group’s various entities. In 2000, she oversaw the activity of
the Pathé cinemas as marketing manager and took the position
of Communications Director of Gaumont Pathé in 2005.

their favorite p r oj e c t

Judges’ Picks
Steff Geissbuhler

Comedy Central by thelab

This new identity looks so damn conservative and
serious, reminding you of a copyright symbol at
ﬁrst glance, but then you see it’s not. The upside
down “central” is a brilliant punchline. One would
expect that something funny happens with the
word “comedy,” but it’s the word “central” which is
upside down and humorous. It’s in the applications
where this program is quite playful and really
shines. The copyright analogy takes on a different
meaning when, for example, you see the silhouette
of a dog humping a pig and the logo assumes the
position of a copyright mark. The whole program is
very sophisticated and well thought out, like a well
delivered and perfectly timed joke.

Jennifer Kinon
The Pew Center identity seems like it should be
complicated and hard to read. It’s not. It’s actually
immediately legible, conceptually correct, and
incredibly dynamic. It’s a mark that’s inextricable
from its system. The system moves seamlessly from
primary logo to sub-brand to messaging and is
surprising in application online, in signage and
in print. Great design is baked directly in. My
regards to the client for approving the crucial
cut-through letters.

comprehensi ve identity
program

Full project
on page 100

Pew Center for Arts & Heritage
by johnson banks

comprehensi ve identity
program

Full project
on page 104

Laurel J. Richie

PromPerú by FutureBrand Argentina

The new branding for the country of Peru is
delightful, bold, energetic, and vibrant. Without
feeling overly familiar and without getting overly
complicated, it is a smart design system that
brings together the people, geography, architecture,
and textiles distinctive to Peru. I love the handdrawn squiggly lines. They are the connective tissue.
They create visual interest. They enhance the
images. And, most importantly, they prevent the
photographs from feeling like the slide shows traditionally used in location marketing. This work
made me want to go to Peru — and, at the end of
the day, that’s what great design is all about.

Margaret Youngblood

Full project
on page 92

Pogo by Tymn Armstrong

I love the simplicity of the mark and its evolution
happily reinforces Pogo’s primary product: dynamic
remixed Disney music. Once a (horribly drawn)
bunny, it has evolved to a simple graphic bunny.
But this is no regular bunny. If you look again,
Pogo takes on the defining facial characteristics
of a famous Disney mouse. The ears become eyes
and the head becomes a nose. I ﬁnd this magical,
as well as serendipitous. It’s like the space between
the “E” and the “x” in FedEx screaming to be recognized as an arrow. Anyway, I’m also intrigued
that Pogo typically brands only with this logo.
No name. (No limitations?) The icon makes Pogo
creations easily recognized and visually expresses
this new and otherworldly genre of music that is
absolutely fresh and inspiring.

Claudine Félix-Janneau
I thought that this animation gathered all the
qualities which one would expect from a video
communication to present this product: it can be
understood what it is very quickly; the graphics
and animation illustrate the pleasure that this
drink offers; and the benefit of the product —
health — is very well put in-scene, simple but with
effectiveness, without being too much of a health
lesson or threatening. In the end, one understands
that this is a product that stands for pleasure,
elegance, and being good for your health.

comprehensi ve identity
program

Logo

Full project
on page 25

POM Wonderful by Jessica Huang

logo and identity
animation (student)

Full project
on page 192

Best of Show
figures and
observations

547 101 1
Submissions

Winners

Best of Show

In less than five minutes after judges began discussing the potential
Best of Show winner they had made their selection. It wasn’t that
the other candidates — each Best of Category winners — were bad.
They were excellent in their own right. But the visual diversity
and cultural duality of Wolff Olins’ work for Mathaf: Arab Museum
of Modern Art was unanimously praised as ambitious, elegant,
contemporary, and groundbreaking. It was a well earned victory.

j udges’ comme n ts
on best of show
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We unanimously voted for this beautiful branding program. The clean typographic identity being
interrupted by the man-made squiggle is a very interesting expression of art and humanity and lends
the place a typographic identity and visual language. The two custom designed typefaces are beautiful,
modern, and very sophisticated. It is a truly modern and refreshing identity program, especially since
the museum is in Qatar. — St e f f G e i ss b u h l e r
This project is superb by its originality and modernity. By creating new symbols, it gives again force
with a more traditional typography and recreates a language which becomes a code of recognition.
— C l au d i n e F é l i x- Ja n n e au

Right now, wherever East meets West, sensitivities are high. Here those high sensitives were incredibly
productive. Mathaf ’s identity is a simple typographic solution that redresses every museum design
convention and East/West cliche to make something wholly new and beautiful. The English and Arabic
pairing is handled through custom lettering and an intervening piece of calligraphy. The calligraphy
calls attention to crucial shared ground. And, being a museum, hints at creativity. The thin mono weight
typeface is just beautifully sensitive. The ligatures are superb — like the identity, they make the connection
without trying too hard. Kind of breathtaking. — J e n n i fer Kinon

Mathaf

by Wolff Olins

An art museum in Doha, Qatar, focusing on Arab
modern and contemporary art.

Based on insights from diving into the growing
world of arts in the Arab world and meeting with
artists, scholars, and art enthusiasts, we developed the brand idea “Ideas Welcome,” where art
is inspired by ideas and ideas are inspired by art.
The ambition was to create a digital museum with
a physical space, where people can engage with
art beyond the physical space in Doha, Qatar. We
created the brand identity, the new name Mathaf
(“Museum” in Arabic), and two typefaces in both
Arabic and English. We designed the digital
experience, including website architecture, wireframes, and layout. We worked closely with the
architect to craft a holistic museum experience,
from signage to the design of the napkins in the
cafeteria, and produced thought-provoking items
for the museum gift shop as well as a range of
marketing collateral and advertising campaigns.

When the Qatar Museums Authority (QMA)
and the Qatar Foundation (QF) partnered to adopt
His Excellency Sheikh Hassan bin Mohammed bin
Ali Al Thani’s private collection of more than 6,000
pieces of modern and contemporary Arab art, their
objective was to build an institution that would
instigate an Arab art movement in the world. To
become the leading voice on Arab modern and
contemporary art in the region and beyond,
facilitating interest and dialogue about Arab art
between artists, scholars, and the general public.

BRIEF
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The Wolff Olins team immersed themselves in understanding what exactly we wanted our museum to be.
They helped develop the brand idea, “Ideas Welcome” — the notion of leaving an idea and taking an idea.
This led us to the development of the identity, the name of the museum, and ultimately, the visuals and the
design. We love that the brand is smart and makes you think, and the fact that it sits in a strategic place
between two languages. Working with Wolff Olins helped me see we should never underestimate the potential
of what Mathaf can be. — Wassa n A l- K h u d h a i r i , c h i e f c u r ato r a n d ac t i n g d i rector of M athaf

PROFESSIONAL

Comprehensive
RANK

D esigners

Tiziana Haug
Frank Mueller
JP Chirdon
Gary Fogelson
Mary Choueiter
Vance Wellenstein
Strategists

Paul Worthington
Jacob Cohen
Jean-Yves Minet
Account M anagers

Courtney Somer
Leigh Zimmerman
Melissa Bamber
Production

Beth Kovalsky
Kristopher Pelletier

I l lu st r ato r

Web designers

T ypographers

Tiziana Haug

LBi Dubai

Pascal Zoghbi
Tarek Atrissi

LE VEL

Professional
Logos
CATEGORY

figures and
observations

243 31 13%
Submissions

Winners

21 10
U.S. clients

International clients

Acceptance rate

3

Most selections: Ian Jamieson

By far the most popular category, logos were hard to judge not just
because of the amount but because of the wide range of concepts and
executions for such a menagerie of clients: from local laundromats to
airlines to global corporations. Judges gravitated to entries that were
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quick and easy to understand but they also found joy in a few logos
that demanded decoding and even overly ornate entries. Establishing
the selections within the rating hierarchy — 5 stars for unanimous approval for inclusion, followed by 4 stars and 3 stars for non-unanimous
inclusion — took a significant amount of time as judges discussed the
merits of each one. Everyone agreed on one thing: Comedy Central’s
appropriation of the copyright symbol and a flawless execution set the
standard for what logo design can achieve.

judges’ commen ts
on best of cat e g o ry

It’s so damn stupid it’s brilliant. This is a rare
opportunity that was perfectly seized.

The inversion of the letters places the logo firmly
in the realm of originality and comedy. — C laudine

— Jennifer Kinon

Félix-Janneau

Best of
Category

Comedy Central

by thelab

The only all-comedy network, currently seen in
more than 98 million homes nationwide, airs
award-winning programming including The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart, The Colbert Report, South
Park and Tosh.0.

Our logo solution was an autonomous, self-aware
mark: the “Comedymark.” It’s a play on the copyright symbol, which fit perfectly as the ultimate
satirical, irreverent wink to a corporate, “owned”
world. It behaves as a bigger part of the network.
It’s interactive. It “tags” content. It allows Comedy
Central to sanction their funny content by tagging
it and it frees them from trying to make their own
logo compete to be funny. The mark creates immediate commentary and punctuation on anything
and everything. It contextualizes and displaces.
It gives Comedy Central ownership of its content
everywhere and anywhere.

Comedy Central needed a branding solution
that more firmly attached the network to their
programming while reaching a younger audience.
We began with the insights that (1) comedy is inherently social, and (2) the content needed to travel
in a branded way across platforms. On a basic
branding level, the challenges revolved around issues of scale and transportability that the logo and
branding needed to address. Because a network is a
brand that houses other brands — shows, content,
personalities — we needed to create a system that
celebrated the rich content (the programming)
without abandoning the providers (the network).

BRIEF

We had been on the fence about how to evolve our old logo for some time. It had great brand recognition,
but it was a bit awkward, overly complex and felt dated. The introduction of the Comedymark shook us
up. Originally intended as a branding tool to co-exist with our old globe logo, we immediately realized the
power and branding potential of the new mark, and so we worked with thelab to develop it as a full logo
system. The Comedymark and logo system has helped us reinvigorate our brand and our connection to our
content. — C h r i s Sc a r l ata , o n -a i r d e s i g n d i r e c to r o f Co m e dy C e n t r a l B r a n d C reati ve
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PROFESSIONAL

Logo
RANK

Creati ve Directors

Alicia Johnson
Hal Wolverton
D esigners

Keira Alexandra
Kiffer Keegan
Adam McIsaac
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Logo

VT Green

by Ian Jamieson

A “green” organic clothing company located in
Southern Vermont. Their audience includes socially
and environmentally conscious shoppers.

The color green is already synonymous with
Vermont in two ways (Green Mountains and license
plates) and the sugar maple is the state tree. The
maple seed closely resembles the basic form of
a clothing hanger. I drew a seed and shaped the
stem into a hanger hook. The end result expresses
clothing, Vermont, and the company’s efforts to
stay green.

RANK

A mark that would summarize the values
and location of their community-oriented business.
The challenge was trying to depict Vermont, ecofriendliness, and clothing in a single logo.

BRIEF
Designer

Ian Jamieson

Ian was a great designer to work with. He listened well to our needs and in the end created a brilliant
logo that encompasses every detail we asked for. It clearly represents all major aspects of our business
from the shape to the color, to our customer. We couldn’t be happier with our logo. — M ichelle Vincent,
ow n e r o f VT G r e e n

Pew Center for Arts & Heritage by johnson banks
A collection of art and culture initiatives, projects
and grant-giving bodies in Philadelphia, PA.
The Pew Center wanted the benefits of one
unified identity, but still wanted to somehow recognize its work in dance, exhibitions, fellowships,
theatre, management, heritage and music. And to
make it trickier, they wanted to let the initiatives
still use their current names — what one describes
as a challenging brief.

BRIEF

After lengthy discussions, and several unsuccessful
design presentations, we began to realize that any
of the previous identity “models” were redundant
and we needed to think of a new way to express
this. We started to think of the centre and its
constituent parts a little like “cards” that we
could shuffle and re-organize. The next step was
building a uniquely fluid identity system that
allows flexibility in the core mark (where you see
progressively more of the initiatives) and then
completely inverted logos for the divisions.

Bringing seven programs under one umbrella involves many challenges; designing a new logo is one. Given
our brief to include seven lengthy names plus the name of the new entity with a place name thrown in and
to make it all look coherent and, more important, good, this project was not for the faint-of-heart designer.
We’re delighted to have ended up with a logo that allows us to foreground a single program or reveal the
entire breadth of what we do. — L au r a S i lv e r m a n , ass o c i at e d i r e c to r f o r a d ministration of Pew C enter for
A rts & He r i tag e
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design firm

johnson banks
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Designer

Frederic
(FRED + ERIC)
Lootens

FRED + ERIC

by FRED + ERIC

A young Belgian idea-focused graphic design and
advertising studio. FRED + ERIC focuses on clear
and powerful concepts that make brands stand out.
These concepts can be a starting point for complete
visual identities or advertising campaigns, depending on the client’s individual needs.

During my search for a suitable name for my business, I noticed that many names of graphic design
studios and advertising agencies comprised two
(or more) names. In addition, advertising agencies
believe in the strength of creative teams. Instead
of looking for another name to put on the door,
I simply split myself up into two persons. Frederic
became Fred and Eric. The logo I designed represents a sum, with the result left blank. This way, it
is left to the viewer to add up both names and see
my full name.

I recently began working as a self-employed
graphic designer/art director. I wanted a unique
name for my business, that was both personal and
memorable to potential and existing clients. Because
I want to promote myself as a graphic designer
and art director with strong concepts, I wanted my
name and logo to communicate exactly that.

BRIEF

Fred did a wonderful job when thinking of the concept of FRED + ERIC. Although it seems such a simple
idea, it has much more in it than meets the eye. Also, everybody seems to remember the name once they
hear it, because now everybody automatically addresses us as Fred and Eric. — E ric, one half of Fred + Eric
Eric designed a beautiful yet non-ordinary logo for our concept of Fred and Eric. It looks simple and has
proven to be easily recognizable. It’s the perfect visual translation of who and what we are. — Fred, another
half of Fred + Eric

before

Pogo

by Tymn Armstrong

(a.k.a. Nick Bertke) is the remix artist and YouTube
sensation who composes music entirely from
sounds of Disney films. From this, he has attracted
contract work with Disney, Pixar and many established brands. He lives in Perth, Australia. His
audiences are not only those that enjoy electronic
music but also fans of Disney.

My initial research was spent looking through
imagery of electronica, corporate design, pop culture, and Disney films to get a good idea of what
would not only attract Pogo more clients but also
satisfy his growing audience. The concept that I
arrived at was to evolve the bunny head into the
“Space Bunny” icon which visually doubles as
Mickey Mouse’s eyes and nose.

Pogo designed his original logo himself and
now that he was attracting work from national
clients he decided he needed a more professional
one. More importantly, his original logo was lacking
any visual connection to Disney; the element that
had made his music so popular. The challenge was
to take his already established logo, a rabbit, and
evolve it into something that was more professional,
conceptual and appropriate.

BRIEF

Tymn’s passion and personable communications made for an experience that was anything but cold and
corporate. The logo represents the flamboyancy and simplicity of my music, and the fact that it mimics the
face of Mickey Mouse was sheer brilliance. Tymn’s work is at the forefront of today’s trendiest designs, and
I thoroughly look forward to working with him again. — Po g o
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Art director, designer

Tymn Armstrong
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Designer

Karl Hébert

Eastside Music

by Goldlunchbox

A recording studio and music school on the east
side of Austin, TX. Their target market is young
creative professionals looking to further their
music career or begin learning more — or finding
themselves through music.

The east side of Austin is full of piñata shops,
hole-in-the wall bars, and roaming roosters.
Eastside Music’s tagline is “Find Your Voice” and
who has more confidence in their voice than a
rooster who wakes up every morning, sings at the
top of his lungs, and isn’t bashful with who he is
and what he sounds like? The singing Eastside
Music rooster has the textural nature of Austin’s
East side and tail feathers that proudly shape the
letter “E.”

An identity that played up the fact that Eastside Music is located in a vibrant and artistic area
of Austin and that Eastside Music is a fresh and
culturally current place to learn or record music.

BRIEF

Karl met and exceeded my expectations by creating a memorable and meaningful logo for us. As part of
his creative process, Karl considered many factors including location, target market and overall aesthetic
goals in order to create a logo that would resonate strongly with us. From initial consultation to final result,
Karl kept a consistent focus, fully developing his concept and ultimately producing a unique, effective logo.
— A l e x Ba l l e n t i n e , f o u n d e r o f Easts i d e M u s i c

Slice

by Manual

A California-based brand that works with worldrenowned designers — like Karim Rashid, Yves
Behar, and Michael Graves — to create innovative
cutting tools for the home and office. Most products
use ceramic cutting technology and are a celebration
of vibrant color, bold design, and extraordinary
function.

We approached the design of the logo and packaging in parallel, realizing there was an opportunity
to forge a perfect unity between the logo and the
graphic identity as expressed in the packaging. By
simply cutting away at the word Slice at an angle,
not only did it make the wordmark more dynamic
but it allowed us to exploit the angled cut across
numerous packaging executions — weaving a little branding into every physical form. We changed
the type from the original Helvetica, which was
a little generic, to Akkurat. The slight curl on the
‘l’ added a little personality and softness to an
otherwise angular logotype.

Redesign the graphic identity for Slice that
would appear primarily in product packaging.
Their existing logo was deemed a little flat, and the
packaging too unsophisticated, so we were tasked
with making the branding simpler and more
elegant, while still retaining a level of boldness
and playfulness.

BRIEF

With the goals being to create a more flexible system that could easily be applied to multiple packaging
forms, yet still consistently deliver the brand message regardless of product and point of purchase materials,
Manual achieved these via a formula that combined a revised logo, a sophisticated use of white space, and
a highly iconic angled visual component that has allowed us to easily create packaging for all our products
that tied into our overall message. We’ve been very happy with the response from consumers and retail
buyers alike. — TJ Sc i m o n e , f o u n d e r a n d CEO o f Sl i c e
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Creati ve Director

Tom Crabtree
D esigners

Tom Crabtree
Joshua Swanbeck
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G raphic Design e r

Dan Gutierrez

Cortica Neurosciences

by Dan Gutierrez

A pharmaceutical company in the United States
focused on treating patients with Alzheimer’s
disease, Cortica is developing preventative medicine
that can alter the development of the disease rather
than treating only the symptoms.

The Cortica “C” was crafted by connecting three
stylized neurons to form the capital letter “C.”
This design was picked as the most versatile,
unique and memorable. The neurons were
adjusted to create a balance that appeared bold
while holding its legibility at both large and
small scales. Red was used as the primary color
because red indicates areas of healthy and intense
brain activity on a brain scan.

The client specifically asked to have a neuron
incorporated into the design. As I learned about
Alzheimer’s, I looked for ways to creatively fulfill
their request. This was the primary challenge and,
after exploring many concepts, the Cortica “C” stood
out and was ultimately used.

BRIEF

During the design process, we relied heavily on Dan’s expertise and interpretation of the core concepts of
our business. It was an iterative process that used feedback from our collective scientific team with more
than 50 years of biotechnology experience. We wanted a logo that was completely unique while representing
the elemental scientific basis for our company and at the same time was easily recognizable and understandable to a non-expert in our field. We feel this logo meets and exceeds all of the criteria for our company
and our brand. — J. K e l ly G a n j e i , CEO o f Co r t i c a N e u r osciences

Yale Mountaineering Club

by Ian Jamieson

An outdoor organization founded in the 1930s and
located on the Yale campus. Members of the Yale
community (students, faculty, staff, and alumni)
are welcome to join the club.

I was drawn to the classic Yale blue “Y” for a number of obvious reasons. Turning the old logo on its
head reveals the form of a mountain and speaks
about the unnatural positions a climber may
encounter. Removing a small portion of the blue
outline creates a ‘climbing route’ that extends up
and over the mountain. The line culminates in
an arrow pointing upwards. The simplicity of the
gesture makes the traditional “Y” new and unique
to the Yale Mountaineering Club without deviating
from the University brand.

The design of a mark for use on printed
materials, the club website, apparel, and event
signage. I received a few starter ideas from the
Yale Mountaineering Club that all involved climbers
in different positions with varying pieces of
equipment. However, they were anxious to hear my
thoughts and were very open and receptive to new
ideas. The main challenge I encountered was an
attempt to design a mark that would work across
multiple platforms and fit under the Yale umbrella.

BRIEF

The Yale Mountaineering Club had a staid logo from the 1940s that needed to be revamped. We wanted a
clean and clever logo recognizable even when printed small on merchandise and advertising. Ian’s initial
design — an inverted classic athletic Yale “ Y” — was the best submission we received. The logo provided a
graphical unification which we hadn’t even considered before, for all the university’s outing clubs.
— Spence r G r ay, f o r m e r p r e s i d e n t o f Ya l e M o u n ta i n e e r i n g C lu b
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Ian Jamieson
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Design

Carlos Roldán

CONO

by Noblanco

A small company based in Medellín, Colombia, as a
laboratory of ideas that designs products “see and
touch” in limited-edition series. Targeted mainly to
young consumers 20 – 35 years old.

A four-letter word was the beginning to play with
shapes that were later identified as letters. While
the curves show the relaxed mood of the brand,
they become funny anthropomorphic beings with
huge possibilities of visual play. At the end, we got
to an image easily adaptable to different kind of
media: paper print, textile print, web, and mobile,
among others.

With a young audience in mind, create a
funny and relaxed logo. In addition to this, it must
be flexible to be used in the different kinds of
products that the company designs.

BRIEF

The CONO logo is fresh and funny, with many possibilities to play with. We were looking for a memorable
and easy recognition image and the result exceeded our expectations. This is an image that can look different but it will always preserve its original concept and essence. — Felipe M artínez G, mar keting director
o f CONO

Punto Orgánico

by Infinito

An organic foods store (“Organic Spot” in English).
It is a very casual and relaxed place where you can
also find organic food recipes and information.
Their target audience is upper and upper-middle
class women, who are concerned about their family’s
health and the environment.

It was one of those projects where you immediately know what needs to be done. The name simply
gave us the answer: an “organic” (meaning raw
and green) lettering in the shape of a dot or circle.
Additionally, it delivers on the promise of a place
with personality and charm where you satisfy
your needs of organic, fresh and healthy products.

In Peru, consumption of healthy and organic
products is rising. However, it still is a very low
profile business. The challenge was to raise awareness of “Punto Organico” with an interesting and
eye-catching identity that would position it as the
leading organic food store.
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Account D irector

Claudia Boggio

BRIEF

We launched with a very clear objective: to be the first organic food store in Lima and to fulfill a market
segment that is growing considerably in the last few years. Our initial budget was very small, nevertheless
we invested 25% of it in our identity. That decision was crucial, because it’s with this identity that you
make a first impression, then you position yourself in your consumer’s mind to finally create value for your
mark. Infinito contributed a lot to our initial concept, they translated it to a visual realm stupendously, way
beyond our expectations. Finally, we chose a logo unanimously that today is a key factor of our growth.
— Jimena F lo r e z-Est r a da , pa r t n e r o f P u n to Or g á n i co

Account M anager

Stefany Alva
D esign D irector

Alfredo Burga
D esigner

Amanda Hirakata
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A rt Director

Andy Cruz
Designers

Andy Cruz
Ken Barber

MEDICOM TOY CORPORATION

by House Industries

A Japanese company renowned for its unique and
highly collectible toys. Their BE@RBRICK series
has achieved great popularity not only among
traditional toy collectors, but also across a wide
range of consumers.

The shape of the logo closely follows the silhouette
of the BE@RBRICK toy itself. Drawing from
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century English
copybooks, the ornamental pen-work suggests
the formality usually associated with anniversary
marks. This approach also hints at MEDICOM
TOY’s practice of regularly inviting various artists
to create their own customized version of the
BE@RBRICK figure.

Development of an anniversary logo commemorating ten years of producing one of the company’s
most popular offerings, the BE@RBRICK line.

BRIEF

We are very pleased with the logo. As we were celebrating the anniversary of our precious BE@RBRICK, the
logo design had been an important focus. We are much honored to be working with House Industries in this
business opportunity. — MEDICOM TOY CORPORATION

Peabody Opera House

by Fleishman-Hillard Creative

Built in 1934, and after being closed for nearly
20 years, the St. Louis landmark known formerly
as Kiel Opera House underwent construction with
plans to reopen as the Peabody Opera House in
fall of 2011. This venue will host many events from
Broadway shows and contemporary music artists
to local theater groups.

The building is a beautiful structure built in a
Beaux Arts/Art Deco style. To reflect its history, we
used details from the building as design elements,
including one of the limestone bears that flank
the main entrance which have always been associated with the building.

An identity to convey the building’s history
and, at the same time, appeal to today’s audiences.

BRIEF

Since 1934, the opera House has been a centerpiece for St. Louis entertainment, a history that we intend
to celebrate while also looking forward to the future. The branding for the new Peabody Opera House does
that, bridging the historical elements of this St. Louis landmark into the 21st century. — Greg Boyce, CEO
of P eabo dy E n e r gy

We wanted to respect the history of the Opera House and its place in St. Louis. This design takes that equity
and builds on it by creating an emotional tie to people who have made — and will make — memories at
Peabody Opera House. — Dav e C h e ck e t ts , c h a i r m a n a n d CEO o f SCP Wo r l dw i de
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Buck Smith
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Cultures East

by Oxide Design Co.

A provider of progressive travel experiences to
Southeast Asia with professional insight into the
art, architecture, and history of the region.

The identity utilizes the metaphor of a person
riding an elephant — a mode of travel unique to
this area of the world. Not only does it evoke an
exotic and exciting journey, but it’s literally an
activity in which you can participate on a Cultures
East tour. The brushwork is assembled out of various script languages from throughout the region.

RANK

Distinguish Cultures East, a brand new
company, in the crowded field of tours and travel
agencies with an identity that conveyed the unique
and artistic nature of the firm.

BRIEF
Designers

Drew Davies
Joe Sparano
Adam Torpin

The Cultures East logo has been invaluable in promoting a professional image for my young company as
well as reinforcing a sense of authenticity for Cultures East. Oxide’s design process was efficient and timely
without compromising quality design or depth of expression within the logo. I was thoroughly impressed by
how well Oxide understood how I wanted my company to be perceived by my clients. I have had excellent
feedback from clients and other travel professionals describing the logo as smart, crisp, warm, inviting, and
my personal favorite — auspicious (in reference to the use of the elephant). — M eghan M ontgomery, founder
o f C u lt u r e s E ast

Roothead Studios

by Roothead Studios

A Montana-based production company finding
young and inventive minds and allowing them the
potential to grow, learn, and build a future.

Through very close work with the client, I was
able to find a solution for them quite quickly.
Involving the client with the creative process
resulted in an easier understanding of my ideas,
as well as my understanding of the client’s vision.

To create an iconic logo for a brand new, up
and coming production studio.

BRIEF

“The root of expression is creativity.” As Roothead Studios we were looking for a dynamic representation
of this statement in a logo. What was delivered was a striking and eye catching version of just that. Working
with Eric has been a perfect blend of professionalism and creativity. We were blown away by Eric’s speedy
delivery of a first (almost perfect) draft and willingness to allow us to be part of his creative process. — Richard
Dav enpo r t, p r e s i d e n t e x e c u t iv e , a n d B e n Jaco b s o n , d i r e c to r e x e c u t iv e o f R oothead Studios
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D esigner

Eric Carlson

Denton Domino Hall

by eggnerd

Logo

A small outdoor concert venue where musicians
play on the front porch of an old barnwood shack.

RANK

BRIEF

The concept of the logo is a forced visual connection
of a wooden shack and a domino, which describes
both the concert venue and alludes to its name. It
is hand drawn and textured to have an imperfect,
folk-art quality.
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Designer

Alex Egner

The client has a tiny budget for promoting
their concerts, so we decided that word-of-mouth
was going to be the primary driver of publicity.
Therefore it required a logo that could be easily
reproduced on promotional products (t-shirts, beer
koozies, stickers, etc.) And, most importantly, the
logo needed to be cool enough that people would
actually want to purchase the products and display
them proudly. In terms of style, the aesthetic of the
mark hints at the Folk and Texas-country music
played at the Domino Hall.

The design process was seamless and the final results are spot-on. During my initial conversations with Alex
I was adamant that the logo give the viewer the “wood” feel that makes the Domino Hall what it is. The
“wood” was a necessity and he literally nailed it. The logo is clean, simple and to-the-point. I could not be
more pleased. — Cassa n d r a F u h r m a n n , ow n e r o f D e n ton D omino Hall

Emery Reddy

by Jesse Reed

A Seattle, WA-based law firm, primarily dealing
with employment law and worker’s compensation.
They not only focus on small businesses, but also
represent individual and family matters throughout
the Puget Sound region.

Fortunately, the letter-count in the two names
happened to be equal, leading to a starting point
for typographic studies. After generating the
expected stacking and symmetrical solutions,
the epiphany came when I decided to capitalize
on where these attorneys were located and who
they represented: Seattle. What about Seattle
could be translated into a simple form? The Space
Needle. This well-known landmark became the
inspiration for the final solution. Abstracting the
form into a typographic structure, a harmonious
logotype was achieved.

The client was interested in a simple rebranding of their identity, something that was
stronger and more memorable than their existing
material. They wanted to capitalize on a typographic solution, rather than a pictorial mark to
represent their service. Their complaint was a basic
unhappiness with their existing identity program,
yet they had trouble explaining why this was.
Not being “visual” people, they were trying to find
something that was timeless, yet approachable
by their broad audience.

BRIEF

As is probably true with many clients, we had an impossibly vague idea of what we were looking for (merely
offering him the usual design abstractions like “professional,” “cool,” “memorable,” “clean” and “not too
corporate”.) Jesse ended up drawing on our Seattle location as the inspiration for a Space Needle motif,
but he also succeeded in keeping the landmark reference fairly subtle, allowing us to continue branding
ourselves to clients beyond Seattle as well. We were very pleased with the experience of working with Jesse,
and thrilled with the final result. — J e n n i f e r Atk i n s o n , m a rk e t i n g d i r e c to r of Emery R eddy, PLLC
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D esigner

Jesse Reed
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Air House Records

by Michael Lassiter

An independent record label based in Wichita,
KS, that specializes in minimal/ambient/dreamy
music.

I thought about the somewhat meditative/unhurried aspects of playing records: putting the needle
down, flipping the record over, etc. Vintage stereo
equipment came to mind, such as old speaker
grilles. I then created three letterforms out of a
grid of dots (“a,” “h,” and “r”) and composed them
in such a way as to give a sense of a turntable
tonearm/needle.

RANK

A logo that reflected the nature of their label:
minimal, mellow, and “all about the music.”

BRIEF
Designer

Michael Lassiter

As soon as Michael submitted this logo, we knew it was perfect for us. After an initial discussion where
we described the mood and feeling that we were looking for, Michael presented a logo that captured it
perfectly. His ability to respond to our feedback and achieve the aesthetic that we were searching for was
outstanding. We couldn’t be more pleased with his work. — David Lord, founder of Air H ouse Records

Olmsted Palmer Interiors

by Michael Lassiter

Olmsted Palmer is a woman-owned interior design
firm located in Raleigh, NC. They specialize in
higher-end residential projects.

I began this project thinking in terms of the
client’s approach to design: uncluttered, sophisticated, but still approachable. I sought to evoke
the forms of lighting fixtures, fabric/wallpaper
patterns, and an overall sense of space.

A clean, sophisticated logo that wasn’t too
frilly or feminine.

BRIEF

We recently started an interior design firm offering design services for residential homes. As part of our
brand’s foundation we wanted a clean and simple logo that represented interior design and was attractive
to our core audience. Michael really understood what we were looking for and delivered an impressive
logo that can either stand on its own or integrate with other design projects (website, business card, etc.).
We love this logo and are excited to include it in the plans for our brand. — Catharine Palmer, partner of
O lmsted Pa l m e r
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Michael Lassiter
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Lynn Eva Barber

by Ken Barber

A blogger who manages scissorsandspice.com, a
cooking and craft website with an eye for vintage
design.

The concept was to illustrate both of the client’s
initials within a single silhouette of the letter
“B,” representing the client’s surname. The
chancery-inspired mark capitalizes on the basic
forms common in both the “L” and “B” — a color
shift was utilized to increase readability of each
individual letterform.

RANK

Create a unique and memorable logo for
correspondence that reflected the personality of
the client.

BRIEF
Designer, lette r e r

Ken Barber

I needed a logo for my personal correspondence that was simple yet effective. It also needed to work at various
sizes and in different applications without sacrificing any character. The final monogram is an elegant,
clever solution that reflects my personality while fulfilling its job wonderfully. — Lynn Eva B arber

Far From the Tree

by Ian Jamieson

A small motion graphics firm that specializes
in film and broadcasting. The company is located
in Central New Jersey with clients primarily in
California and New York.

The logo was inspired by the sequence and repetition of the letters within Far From the Tree. The
completed treelike logo is constructed entirely
from two “F”s that mirror and overlap at the stem
to create two “T”s (one upper and one lower case),
for a total of four letters. The final mark can be
easily scaled and used in a variety of contexts.

A logo that could be applied to a website,
printed materials, and promotional reels. Early
discussions and proposals led to the eventual
abbreviation of Far From the Tree. This decision
helped to resolve the challenges associated with
the length of the company name by allowing the
logo to exist at a fraction of its previous size.

BRIEF

As a small studio in a creative field brimming with small studios, branding is extremely important. Ian was
able to take an otherwise difficult company name and logotype and turn it into something instantly recognizable. The new mark translated easily and seamlessly into various applications including web, print and
video. Whether applied in black and white or color, static or animated, the new Far From the Tree logo was
the simple, yet unique identity that we needed. — N i c h o l as C h r i sto f f, ow n e r of Far From the Tree
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Ian Jamieson

before
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Pfizer

by Siegel+Gale

A global pharmaceutical company based in New
York, NY, and the world’s largest research-based
pharmaceuticals firm.

In the fall of 2008 Siegel+Gale audited Pfizer’s
brand architecture and communications practices.
Our findings revealed internal confusion about
who Pfizer was, exacerbated by absence of a
clear, internal brand architecture or hierarchical
visual system linked to a single identity. We then
refreshed the well-known oval logo into a more
modern mark with more contemporary color and
typeface, backed up by a strong new visual system
and supported by Brand Voice attributes and comprehensive guidelines promoting cohesive brand
architecture, visual identity and messaging.

RANK

After 150 years in business, Pfizer was the
global leader in pharmaceutical sales, but the
trajectory to the top had come at a cost. Mergers,
acquisitions and shifts in priorities over the years
had saddled Pfizer with a hodgepodge of disparate
visual systems and messages, resulting in a fragmented brand identity. As a result, the Pfizer brand
mark—the center of its market presence—had
begun to lose value and meaning.

BRIEF
Design Firm

Siegel+Gale

Modernizing, rather than completely redesigning, our logo preserves our deep heritage (an important Pfizer
brand attribute) while expressing our commitment to lead advancements for the future of healthcare.
This refreshed logo, new and comprehensive brand architecture, and fresh visual system give us the tools
to evolve and grow the Pfizer brand into its best future. — L au r e n A l b e r t, d i r e c to r , co r p o r at e r e p u tat i o n
and brand of Pfizer

Ocean Consulting Group

by Mark Gowing Design

A boutique consulting practice that specializes in
business continuity, crisis, emergency and incident
management. They deal with Australia’s largest
nancial institutions along with small to mid-sized
businesses.

The circular symbol was designed to represent
the ocean as both a raging force and healing
power. The round shape is derived from the “O”
and also provides a sense of calm. The wave shape
within represents a destructive breaker, yet is
illustrated in an elegant style that diffuses the
sense of danger. The resulting trademark is a
clean and attractive combination of these parts.
The symbol is hung on the right of the logotype to
avoid a collision between the two circular shapes.
The trademark feels strong and traditional, while
maintaining a sense of individuality that can be
rare within this business sector.

A mark that needed to exude power and sophistication to speak to big business. Conversely, the
mark also needed to feel peaceful and approachable,
to instill a sense of ease and security in the midst
of business crises. Overall the style of the logotype
needed to position Ocean as a thoughtful, elegant
and considered business with a unique offer.

BRIEF

Mark Gowing Design (MGD) were also instrumental in assisting with the naming of “Ocean Consulting
Group” by incorporating a unique word association challenge at our first meeting. Through the close relationship built with MGD they were able to identify what was required to best promote my company and the
services we provide. MGD understood our core values and were able to interpret this to be reflected in the
mark. MGD designed the entire concept — they created the symbol, chose the coordinating colors used and
designed the type to best suit our brand. I am incredibly satisfied with the results and believe this branding
presents not only a professional front for the company but also the feeling of orderly calm and security that
Ocean provides to our clients. — Dav i d B i r d, d i r e c to r o f O c e a n Co n s u lt i n g G roup
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D esign firm

Mark Gowing Design

Dixon’s Apple Orchard

by 3 Advertising

Logo

A family farm and orchard in Peña Blanca, NM,
famous for their Champagne apples.

Concept is based on the true story of how the
founder once had to confront a bear in the orchard.

RANK

BRIEF
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Designer

Jesse Arneson
Wr iter

Jason Rohrer

Founded in 1944, Dixon’s Apple Orchard never
really had a proper logo to use on signage, shirts
and marketing materials.
We certainly love our logo. It’s a piece of our story, past and present, but who would have thought it would
be given an award. When we went into the whole process of working with 3 Advertising we certainly didn’t
know what to expect. We couldn’t even imagine how the end product would appear and the results were
more than we dreamed. Our logo is us, Dixon’s Apple Orchard, and though only a small part of our story,
certainly our most famous story to date and certainly worth placing front and center. — B ec ky M ullane,
ow n e r o f Di xo n ’ s A p p l e O r c h a r d

Madame Brussels Lane

by Studio Alto

A retail precinct that derives its name from a
notorious Melburnian, Madame Brussels, owner of
multiple brothels and local resident. The history
of the Lane dates back to the 1850s. Today, a few
important original buildings from the time still
stand alongside corporate offices, cafes and business
facilities.

After thorough historical research, the successful
concept was triggered by an excerpt from press
at the height of Madame Brussels’ infamy in 1889.
Conservative moral crusaders claimed that she
had been “parading in Collins Street in charge
of a beautiful girl under 20 with a white feather
in her hat, indicating that her maiden virtue
was to be had for a price ‘in her gilded den.’”
The solution achieved an elegant mark that
adds to the mythology surrounding the namesake
of the laneway, giving it a character that was
previously lacking.

Create a “sense-of-place” on Madame Brussels
Lane, imbued with mythology, character and personality in order to raise awareness of the laneway
by highlighting and celebrating the historical significance of the lane and surrounding area, which
in turn will foster pride, ownership and advocacy
among stakeholders (current retail and office
tenants), and encourage new markets to Madame
Brussels Lane as a new Melbourne destination.

BRIEF

Throughout the design process, the Studio Alto team were methodical in their approach and their talent
shone through in the end result. The property is owned by ISPT and managed by Knight Frank Australia
Pty Ltd. Both management and the client were impressed with the outcome which will form a foundation
for the overall marketing direction. — R os e l l e S o r r e n t i n o, m a rk e t i n g m a n ag er, in v estment property
managem e n t o f K n i g h t F r a nk Au st r a l i a P t y Lt d
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D esign firm

Studio Alto

Doppelpager

by Miles Design

Logo

Software as a service solution for marketing professionals and in-house marketers.

RANK

BRIEF

The original Doppelpager logo was created via a
competition on crowdSPRING. Unfortunately, that
mark lacked critical insight into the client’s brand
and product. As such, it failed to demonstrate the
proper qualities or motivate the core audience.
The new logo utilized a warmer, more friendly
approach to better connect with the audience.
The mirrored “dp” of the mark implies an infinity
symbol, speaking to the infinite uses of the software from a single sample page, and also works
nicely as a social media icon.
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Designer

Brian K Gray

Doppelpager is a software as a service offering
that allows marketers with limited technical
knowledge or HTML skills to easily create landing
pages based on existing page designs. The user
can “Doppel” an existing page and make necessary
image, color, and button changes, without enlisting
the help of their web design or IT teams.

Our initial logo was from a crowdSPRING competition. It only served as a placeholder for our start-up,
and always felt a little too cold and technical… something we couldn’t put our finger on at first. When we
began working with a design team that actually took the time to understand our goals, our product, and our
audience, we saw a huge difference. We’re happy to have a great logo — and even happier that it’s truly us.
— Pat East, f o u n d e r a n d CEO o f T i n g i a n V e n t u r e s

CoHotels

by ONE UP

A hospitality management company that operates
and develops hotels in Romania. Their expertise
lies in the development of independent hotels and
other tourism-related businesses (restaurant, timeshare, leisure industries). The company’s current
portfolio includes properties located throughout
the Romanian seaside on the Black Sea coast with
multiple new locations in development.

We created a playful image that suggested the
main focus of the club, beach games and activities.
With a friendlier and expressive identity, Kids
Club brand is meant to support CoHotels’ intention
to expand in the family-friendly accommodations
segment after it has built a great reputation in
the professional accommodations segment. This
new brand was meant to be direct and honest, to
send out warm, open and trustworthy messages,
and to embody all the expectations that the target
audience would have from this kind of service.

Branding for Kids Club, a new amenity offered
by CoHotels for parents seeking downtime on
vacation, aimed at children 5 – 12 years old, that
includes kid programs and childcare options, sports
and crafts classes and lots of activities and dedicated
spaces. A new identity, brand guidelines, product
brochures, and signage needed to be created.

BRIEF

We really feel like we have a great relationship with the One Up team. We have had three logos designed by
them, for our company, and every time they have come up with new perspectives and ideas, beside our own.
For Kids Club they developed a brand image that is really successful. I always enjoyed the creative process
and I think they really brought a fresh approach to all our projects and helped us break through to the next
level. — Ci p r i a n Co n sta n t i n e s c u, ow n e r a n d CEO o f Co H ot e l s
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D esigner

Mihai Ragea
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Design Directo r

Anton Krugel

Nigerian Eagle Airlines

by Interbrand

Air Nigeria (formerly Nigerian Eagle Airlines
and Virgin Nigeria Airways) is the national flag
carrier of Nigeria. The airline operates scheduled
regional and domestic passenger services and
is based in Murtala Mohammed International
Airport, Lagos. The airline is a replacement for
defunct Nigeria Airways.

National pride and West African cultural flavors
were intertwined, whilst the use of balanced
geometry created an impression of stability and
safety for the new airline. An analysis of uniquely
West African colors was undertaken, and inspiration came from the rich kaleidoscope of African
patterns in cloth that are so proudly worn by West
African people. The colors green, red, black, and
yellow were favored, with the nationalistic green
being paramount in the design. This profusion
of color was arranged in such a way that it would
create an eye-catching experience.

Based on a strategy of returning to its more
authentic, West African roots, the challenge was to
create a unique mark that could generate interest
and curiosity. The initial identity revolved around
Nigeria as the wordmark and a literal eagle as a
symbol. Interbrand believed this symbol would
compete in a very saturated market of eagle icons,
though, and would leverage the differentiating
power of a world-class brand.

BRIEF

When the going gets tough, the tough get going. This is precisely what we did when Nigerian Eagle Airlines
became the first airline in West and Central Africa to create an aspirational brand, and only one company
in Africa could have pulled it off; that’s why we chose the masters of brand creation, Interbrand. — C aptain
Da p o O lu m i d e , CEO o f N i g e r i a n E ag l e A i r l i n e s

before

Ted Perez + Associates

by Ted Perez + Associates

A Venice, CA-based digital creative agency.

Old letterheads, logos, seals and crests were used
as inspiration. The finished logo borrows the
etched, detailed aesthetic of old postage stamps
and currency with a more polished approach to
provide an updated flare. The bull was redesigned
to face forward as he crests the horizon. This positioning is significant as it symbolizes strength and
the readiness to take challenges head on, while
cresting of the horizon symbolizes “achievement.”

Create a mark that didn’t necessarily throw
the company name or nature of the business down
your throat. The mark was to be timeless and feel
as if it could be for a law firm, government agency
or any well respected business. The only element
that was to be carried over from the previous logo
was “the bull” — the company’s trademark symbol.
Rather then incorporate the name “Ted Perez +
Associates,” we opted to include the company
motto, ”Industry, Instinct, Integrity.”

BRIEF

As Ted Perez + Associates approached its sixth year in business the company had grown and matured
significantly. The former identity and logo were no longer a fair representation of the company nor the rich
history of the company’s legendary patriarch, Ted Perez. The new logo displays strength, integrity and
will endure the test of time and trends. Since its debut, the new mark has been well received by our clients,
partners, peers, friends and families. It has also instilled a new sense of pride within the company itself.
— Taj Ted r ow, c h i e f o f T e d P e r e z + Ass o c i at e s
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D esigner

Alex Rinker

before
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A rt director, d e s i g n e r

Lumír Kajnar

Czech Rugby Union

by Lumír Kajnar

The national governing body of Czech rugby organizing it’s activities and competitions, including the
playing, coaching, and refereeing of matches. It represents the Czech rugby to the International Rugby
Board and FIRA-AER and all their competitions.

The concept stood on the national symbol of the
Czech Republic — double-tailed lion with crown
on a red shield. The biggest challenge was to
connect traditional czech heraldry with modern
brand requirements to embed proper image of
rugby in the Czech Republic. Logo is full of hidden
symbolics typical for a coat-of-arms: a rugby ball
in strong clench of tails, the end of tails shaped
like lime tree leaf (another national symbol) and
design inspired by flames of passion for the game.

A new logo as a strong visual element of Czech
rugby. Although the roots of the Czech Rugby
Union lead to the year 1926, because of the historic
reasons (communism etc.) there had never been a
proper visual identity for it as is usual in developed
rugby countries. Czech rugby is a small sport but
quite successful internationally. The new visual identity should make Czechs as proud about their rugby as
Englishmen, South Africans or New Zealanders are.

BRIEF

We asked for a logo which would make Czechs proud about their rugby. And we got it. The new visual
identity of the Czech rugby was approved by Meeting General of the Czech Rugby Union by all the representatives of all the clubs without any vote against! And both the members of the male and female Czech
National Teams asked immediately for t-shirts with the new logo before the kites of the new national jerseys
will be prepared. The news about our sport start to spread through the Czech Republic and abroad again.
— Pav e l Ch a lo u p ka , S e c r e ta ry o f t h e C z e c h R u g by Un i on

Tonteknik Recording

by Avalanche Creative

A recording studio and label based in Umeå in
the northern part of Sweden. Despite being a small
studio the clients come from all over the world.
Noticeable recordings are the final album of legendary band Refused.

I have a past history with the studio since numerous albums that I once loved were produced
there. That led to simplifying the core business
of Tonteknik (“tone technique” in English) into
its smallest form, the tone. I wanted a more
modern and clean look and therefore I researched
into the field of tuning forks because I had one
clear idea from the start that involved the fork
and a typographical solution. The final solution
created a strong symbol that took the studio from
a non-existing profile to a witty, music related
modern one.

A new identity that would take them from
past glory to a more present- and future-shaped
one. No specific brief other than the wish for a
fresh start for the future.

BRIEF

The logotype was nothing we expected but at first sight it felt right on the spot for what we have become and
also what we would like to achieve in years to come. Clever, modern and aesthetic. To some extent a bit like
we always felt in our own process. — P e l l e , v i c e p r e s i d e n t o f To n t ek n i k R e cording
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Michael Ericsson

LE VEL

Professional
Logo and Identity
Animations
CATEGORY

figures and
observations

24 7
Submissions

4

U.S. clients

Winners

30%
Acceptance rate

3

International clients

The range of projects within this category is broad: it can be something
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as limited as a 5-second logo animation for a product or service or
something as complex as a whole system of on-air identification
materials for a television channel. This category demands a new set
of considerations for judging identity work as it’s not just a static logo
anymore but kits of moving parts, sounds, and gestures that must
work together flawlessly. The winners show that logo and identity
animation can take any form, from flat digital animations to live-action
sequences to voluptuous visual effects. It’s not surprising then that
the on-air identity system for the Independent Film Channel took top
honors in this category, combining the best of all techniques topped
off with great humor.

j udges’ comme n ts
on best of cat e g o ry

At first more intrigued and enamored by the clever
tagline “Always on. Slightly off ” than by the rest of
the identity program. However, the graphics and
typography grew on me in their almost brutal boldness. It all adds up to a great branding program.
You can’t ignore it. It’s in your face and very strong.

This is successful because it’s so difficult for a TV
chain to present its programming with film extracts
while keeping its own identity. The realization of
this animation proposes with harmony the identity
of the chain and its offering of films. — C laudine
Félix-Janneau

— St e f f G e i ss b u h l e r

So much to say and some many sans serifs to say it with. The IFC tagline is great, it stuck with us all
weekend. And the work hews closely to the tone of voice. Everything is deliberately just wrong. Perfect.
— jennifer kinon

Best of
Category

Independent Film Channel (IFC) by Feel Good Anyway
A cable television network that creates and
champions authentic, original content and has
cultivated television programming that challenges
the conventions of storytelling since 1994.
The Independent Film Channel (IFC) is now
“Always On. Slightly Off.” IFC’s vision for the project
was to extend the channel’s reach beyond indie film
to include a wide selection of indie culture. Music,
film, food, sex, gaming, internet shenanigans—all
of these categories would be within IFC’s creative
domain. They placed a particular emphasis on
comedy as a focal point for the new brand, and
everything from the logo to promos to the show
packaging had to reflect the “Always On. Slightly
Off.” sensibilities of the new IFC.

BRIEF

Everything is “Slightly Off” throughout the system. Logos and text can be placed tastefully within
the composition, or they can sit proudly on top
of imagery and footage. Colors are a little louder
than usual, but they’re grown-up enough to vote.
Typography is big and unfussy. Titles live in boxes,
just like the tagline. Editing style is direct and
unfussy, and tied closely to sound design elements
developed by our audio partner Hatfarm.
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Creati ve de velopment/
direction, on-air
system design, writing,
research, animation,
photography, li ve
imagery, typography,
editing, audio
superv ision

Matt Eller
Bill Morrison

In 2010, IFC rebranded from “Always, Uncut” to “Always On, Slightly Off.” This change was both an evolution
of IFC’s guiding philosophy as well as a shift in the channel’s overall strategy. Our hope was to create a
brand that reflected this change in tone while remaining true to our indie roots. The work done by FGA
fulfilled these goals in ways that far exceeded our expectations. The end result is a very strong visual brand
that’s distinct, authentic, and effective across all media. — K ev i n V i ta l e , v i c e president creati v e, brand

Project partner,
direction, design,
motion

Lee Schulz
Audio

Hatfarm

creativ e d i r e c to r o f IFC
Sto p -M ot i o n

Footage

Print D irection

P h oto g r a p h y, P r o p

Judah Switzer

Kristina Mueller

M otion D esigners

Production, Design

Anouck Iyer
Judah Switzer

Willie Bogue

Wrangler

Bryan Dalton

Cooking Channel

by Trollbäck + Company

Cooking Channel is an entertainment brand
dedicated to today’s passionate food lover. From
the creators of Food Network, it’s for food people,
by food people.

Color is a big part of cooking. The five main colors
blue, red, purple, green and gray have varying
tones, yet allow subtle differentiations to add a
little spice wherever needed. We focused on the
beautiful food imagery, disassembling dishes and
showcasing the individual ingredients. Simple,
bold graphics serve only as complementary
elements, second to the food, and speak to an
audience that is knowledgeable about cooking
and appreciates high-quality cuisine.

As the Food Network further develops as an
entertainment brand, they wanted to expand with
a channel dedicated to instructional cooking, food
culture and history. With this goal in mind, the
Cooking Channel was born to serve the interests of
people who are passionate about food and cooking.
In just three months we created a timeless, flexible
network design that served as a strong visual
foundation and was easily interpreted by internal
teams. The campaign established a distinct voice
in the loud arena of cooking-related programming
and received high praise from the clients.

BRIEF

Trollbäck + Company was a perfect partner to work with for the visual branding of the launch of Cooking
Channel and I chose them based on their extensive experience with new brands and relaunches. They
have always focused on the key ingredients: logo, fonts, color and clarity of communication, executed
with simple but beautiful animation. Trollbäck pitched and delivered a striking package that, though
minimalist, is completely in synergy with the fresh, unique and clever programming that the channel offers.
Cooking Channel has a look and feel that provides a platform for our beautiful food imagery and clearly
communicates with our viewers. — J oa n n e H a r m o n , c r e at ive d i r e c to r o f b r and design for Food N etwor k /
Cook ing C h a n n e l
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Creati ve Director

Joe Wright
Executi ve Producer

Marisa Fiechter
Producer

Erica Hirshfeld
Art Director

Christina Rüegg
Animator

Edwin Santacruz

Comedy Central

by thelab

The only all-comedy network, currently seen in
more than 98 million homes nationwide, airs
award-winning programming including The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart, The Colbert Report, South
Park and Tosh.0.

The era of station identifications and television
network logos is behind us. This is the era of networks identifying with a set of curated content,
content that will appear on a variety of devices,
from televisions to mobile phones. We created an
identifier that can be flexible in this new media
landscape, and can travel across all platforms
seamlessly. The Comedymark’s animation is
simple and subtle in its humor, but leaves room
for play across material. The mark is strongest
not when it’s animating in a series of states, but
when it tags and owns Comedy Central content
across platforms.

Comedy Central needed a branding solution
that more firmly attached the network to their
programming while reaching a younger audience.
We began with the insights that (1) comedy is inherently social, and (2) the content needed to travel
in a branded way across platforms. On a basic
branding level, the challenges revolved around issues of scale and transportability that the logo and
branding needed to address. Because a network is a
brand that houses other brands — shows, content,
personalities — we needed to create a system that
celebrated the rich content (the programming)
without abandoning the providers (the network).

BRIEF
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Creati ve Directors

Alicia Johnson
Hal Wolverton
D esigners

Keira Alexandra
Kiffer Keegan
Adam McIsaac
Copywriters

Kyle Barron-Cohen
Kiffer Keegan
Adam McIsaac
Eron Otcasek
Roberto Serrini

The Comedymark and logo system has challenged us to re-imagine a number of branding conventions.
The new mark is strongest when it simply brands or marks its content. It is an editorial statement in its
own right and doesn’t require bells and whistles or elaborate animation to be any more effective. It needs
to brand a moment, and in that, it makes its statement. This direction helps us ensure that our content
is always the priority. Our content is funny and accessible everywhere, and the new mark clearly and
effectively stakes its claim on any platform. — Ch r i s S c a r l ata , o n -a i r d e s i g n director of Comedy Central
Brand C r e at iv e
A n i m at i o n d i r e c to r s

Audio and sound design

Kiffer Keegan
Catherine Chesters

Joe Johnson
Eron Otcasek

Producers

Allison Pickard
Susie Shuttleworth
Animators

Daniel Pernikoff
Brian McGee
Chris West
Kiffer Keegan
Joe Lawrence

Antena 3 TV

by Toch Studio

The first private television network in Spain. Their
network of television channels consists of Antena 3,
Neox, Nova, and, now, Nitro.

Based on the idea of “Action!” we produced motion
pieces centered on static objects and we broke the
linear dynamics with an explosion.
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Create a complete brand package for Antena 3’s
new action channel Nitro, targeted to men 35 – 54
years old.

BRIEF

When Antena 3 decided to launch its new channel, Nitro, Toch Studio presented a proposal that fit the brief
perfectly. The logo responded to our target audience of urban men 35 – 54 years old, interested in action
movies and series as well as sports programming. From the beginning, Nitro has had an excellent market
share response as well as brand perception. We are all very satisfied with the work produced. — C arlos
N avarro, co r p o r at e i d e n t i t y p r o d u c e r o f A n t e n a 3

D irector

Tavo
Art Direction & Motion
Graphics

Juanma Mota
Per Christian
Tavo Ponce
Executi ve Producer

Carmen Rodríguez
Mazo
Chief Producer

Ana Raya
M usic

Antena 3

Colr inc.

by Topix Animation Studio

A color grading — the process of manipulating and
enhancing the color of motion or still images —
studio specializing in advertising. It has worked on
spots airing in Canada, the U.S., Europe, and Asia.

When I first saw the existing logo of Colr it
reminded me of abstract painter Kenneth Noland’s
painting “Beginning.” This kind of directed me to
color field painting era. The colors of the logo were
prominent enough to execute it in a minimal way.
For me the question was, how I can get out of the
circular borders of the logo without losing the colors and the main shape of it? The main inspiration
came from the painter Morris Louis and his color
field paintings. I decided to combine these two
ideas in my design (colors and stripes) and execute
it with strands as simple as possible and create
the concept of the birth of Colr, expanding the idea
with a smooth motion that is integrated with the
logo and typeface and observes the sheer beauty
and impact of color.

Create a unique motion design piece. The only
directive given was that it would have to include
the logo somehow.

BRIEF

We were unanimously (and very pleasantly) surprised by the unique approach taken by Emrah. The final
piece is spectacular, absolutely fresh and it really allows COLR to stand out. We not only are planning on
using the final product as is but hope to incorporate elements, or moments of it in other applications: print,
web, etc. — Sy lva i n Ta i l lo n , p r e s i d e n t o f Co l r I n c .
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D esigner, Art D irector,
Animator

Emrah Gonulkirmaz
Sound, M usic

Mert Kizilay

Schweet Entertainment

by The Ether

A new production company headed by Jack Osbourne
located in Hollywood that has just finished their
first film: a documentary about Ozzy Osbourne,
titled GOD Bless Ozzy Osbourne, released into the
film circuit in Spring 2011.

Being a motion graphics firm we realize that the
most important part of our field is still the concept,
design and typography. Even though the logo
would eventually be animated, we never detracted
from the realization that it had to tell a story and
work as a logo first. Solving the look of the hero
bird was tough as we explored hundreds of sketches and dozens of solutions. We eventually got rid
of the nest idea to have the birds perched on a
barbed wire. Then we chose to create a moment of
transformation where the hero bird gets struck by
lightning and becomes “punk rock” as opposed to
an ugly duckling. Sound design also played a huge
role and was a fun part of the process tying in
personal aspects of Jack’s punk rock background
into the mnemonic.

Jack had a very specific idea for Schweet
Entertainment (“schweet” is a saying that he and
his friends have used for years to describe something cool or “sweet”). His initial idea consisted of
three birds in a nest tweeting until the third “ugly
duckling” bird yelps out a “SCHWEET!” The main
challenge was figuring out what the hero bird’s
personality and look would be.

BRIEF

Working with The Ether is comparable to having a finely tailored suit hand-made for you on Rodeo Drive.
I came to The Ether with a general idea of what I’d like my company’s logo to be. Shortly after some brainstorming, Greg and his team developed and produced a work of art that perfectly represents my company
and its brand values. I would recommend The Ether to anyone who is seeking brand or visual support at the
highest level. — Jack Os b o u r n e
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Creati ve Director

Greg Kupiec
D esigner, Animator

Kunio Ogo
Sound Designer

Keith Ruggiero

Soundcloud.com

by MNWG / Aimbush

A platform that puts your sound at the heart of
communities, websites, and even apps. Watch
conversations, connections and social experiences
happen, with your sound as the spark.

The idea was to create a vivid animated Soundcloud
logo with design elements from the logo itself:
the waveform as a symbol for digital music. So I
built up an animation from waveforms moving
to different musical sound sources. The idea was
to create a variety of logos with one general
visual language but each with unique audio and
animation behaviors. Therefore the project had
to be built in a flexible way so that all audiofiles
were in direct connection with the animation data
(the keyframes), so that the link between the music
and the visual output is always unique.

A versatile and always changing sexy logo
animation that could easily be adapted to various
sound atmospheres and musical styles. This was
meant as a reflection of the wide variety of different
musicians and DJs connected to Soundcloud.

BRIEF

We needed a logo animation for all our screencasts and Soundcloud corporate videos that could easily
be adapted to various sound atmospheres and musical styles. When we asked Sebastian to work on this
there was already an existing logo design, but no animation. As the logo itself is built from a simplified
waveform, it seemed quite obvious that the animation should also embody a moving waveform (as this is
also a characteristic graphical feature of our platform). The result that Sebastian came up with seemed
pretty perfect to us and we were able to adjust it to even more audio tracks. — E ric Wahlforss, founder
of S ound c lo u d.co m
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Animator

Sebastian Lange
Logo D esign

Soundcloud.com
M usic#

Eric Wahlforss
Carl Borg
Various Soundcloud
members

LE VEL

Professional
Basic Identity Applications
CATEGORY

figures and
observations

78 7
Submissions

6

U.S. clients

Winners

9%

Acceptance rate

1

International clients

Allowing a maximum of three applications, this category served as the
middle point between the Logo and Comprehensive Identity Program
categories for entrants whose projects consisted of a limited number
of applications, be it a stationery system, signage, web, or packaging,
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among others. This was a surprisingly tough category with a very
small percentage of winners: sometimes the logo was good but the
applications were not and vice versa, only a few managing to blend
the two together. The angled visual device on Slice proved to be the
perfect segue from logo to applications to the judges’ hearts.

j udges’ comme n ts
on best of cat e g o ry

This is a very simple, direct, and beautifully executed identity and program and carried through on
packaging, print, in the store environment and products. It doesn’t get much better than this. A very well
thought out brand strategy. — St e f f G e i ss b u h l e r
Simple and effective, while being creative.
— C l au d i n e F é l i x- Ja n n e au

This is beautifully relentless. —

Jennifer Kinon

Best of
Category

Slice

by Manual

A California-based brand that works with worldrenowned designers — like Karim Rashid, Yves
Behar, and Michael Graves — to create innovative
cutting tools for the home and office. Most products
use ceramic cutting technology and are a celebration
of vibrant color, bold design, and extraordinary
function.

We approached the design of the logo and packaging
in parallel, realizing there was an opportunity
to forge a perfect unity between the logo and the
graphic identity as expressed in the packaging. By
simply cutting away at the word Slice at an angle,
not only did it make the wordmark more dynamic
but it allowed us to exploit the angled cut across
numerous packaging executions — weaving a little
branding into every physical form. We changed
the type from the original Helvetica, which was
a little generic, to Akkurat. The slight curl on the
‘l’ added a little personality and softness to an
otherwise angular logotype.

Redesign the graphic identity for Slice that
would appear primarily in product packaging.
Their existing logo was deemed a little flat, and the
packaging too unsophisticated, so we were tasked
with making the branding simpler and more
elegant, while still retaining a level of boldness
and playfulness.

BRIEF

With the goals being to create a more flexible system that could easily be applied to multiple packaging
forms, yet still consistently deliver the brand message regardless of product and point of purchase materials,
Manual achieved these via a formula that combined a revised logo, a sophisticated use of white space, and
a highly iconic angled visual component that has allowed us to easily create packaging for all our products
that tied into our overall message. We’ve been very happy with the response from consumers and retail
buyers alike. — TJ Sc i m o n e , f o u n d e r a n d CEO o f Sl i c e
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Compose

by Jesse Reed

A restaurant and cocktail bar located in the Tribeca
neighborhood in New York, NY. They focus on a
dialogue-based dining experience, where a handful
of diners are served a twelve-course meal directly
from the chef. The combination of small food plates
with the component of uniquely crafted cocktails
creates an atmosphere of refreshing modernity.

Architecture, geometry, and culinary tools were
the primary inspiration for the mark. To begin,
the restaurant restored 10-foot-high wooden doors
that would go within the facade of the space. On
these doors was a beautiful floral pattern that
became a theme throughout the restaurant’s interior. Taking this pattern and matching it with the
ubiquitous shape of a circle (stools, plates, glasses,
cocktail garnishes), the solution manifested into
a simple “C” mark. This mark came to represent
many things: it stood for their name but it also
represented the idea of traditional methods
paired with modern solutions.

The brief was fundamentally simple: a logo,
menus, business card, etc., but after conversation
with the chef and general manager, it quickly
became apparent that the identity for their establishment needed to be something more conceptual
than literal. Was it possible to start off without ever
putting the name of the restaurant on anything?
Could you establish a “speak-easy” space without
building a reputation first? We thought so. The
identity needed to compliment the space and live
as a reminder of your experience, not overwhelm
you with a brand image.

BRIEF

Jesse played an incredibly crucial role in the development of not only the graphic design of Compose but,
in so doing, the philosophy that has helped to guide the decision making processes of the business overall.
He not only met our expectations, but also expanded our horizons on the potential of graphic design. Using
specific points of inspiration provided by my team, Jesse was able to create a fully integrated series of logos,
stationery, service pieces, and more. Compose is proud to have worked with Jesse, and would jump at the
opportunity to do so again. — E a m o n R o c k e y, g e n e r a l m a n ag e r o f Co m p os e
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Pfizer

by Siegel+Gale

A global pharmaceutical company based in New
York, NY, and the world’s largest research-based
pharmaceuticals firm.

In the fall of 2008 Siegel+Gale audited Pfizer’s
brand architecture and communications practices.
Our findings revealed internal confusion about
who Pfizer was, exacerbated by absence of a
clear, internal brand architecture or hierarchical
visual system linked to a single identity. We then
refreshed the well-known oval logo into a more
modern mark with more contemporary color and
typeface, backed up by a strong new visual system
and supported by Brand Voice attributes and comprehensive guidelines promoting cohesive brand
architecture, visual identity and messaging.

After 150 years in business, Pfizer was the
global leader in pharmaceutical sales, but the
trajectory to the top had come at a cost. Mergers,
acquisitions and shifts in priorities over the years
had saddled Pfizer with a hodgepodge of disparate
visual systems and messages, resulting in a fragmented brand identity. As a result, the Pfizer brand
mark—the center of its market presence—had
begun to lose value and meaning.

BRIEF

Our new visual identity system has become an invaluable asset for the enterprise. It provides the structure
and guidance we needed to amplify our corporate brand voice in a cohesive way, and it provides flexibility
to satisfy complex, globally diverse branding challenges. Plus, it’s visually beautiful! — L auren Albert,
director , co r p o r at e r e p u tat i o n a n d b r a n d o f P f i z e r
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Sam Tootal

by Manual

A commercials director and photographer based
in London, UK. He has directed spots for BMW,
Coca-Cola, BBC, and Sony. His work appeals to
creative industry professionals around the world
in advertising, design and broadcasting.

We wanted to create not just a standalone logo, but
a typographic lockup that was used so consistently
that it also became a logo in itself. We also wanted
it to feel slightly awkward and odd — reminiscent
of something you might find in a metal stamping
foundry. We developed a decorative monogram
that featured his initials, as well as the numerals
73 (the year he was born). The aim was for it to
appear traditional, but not too refined and classy.
A little clunky and utilitarian. We used a mix
of Typewriter MT and a slab serif in an unusual
centered layout. For the application, the graphics
were foil stamped in gloss red onto cream stock.

Sam wanted a personal identity and stationery
design with a nod to tradition and with a little
humor. He has a distinct visual style and unique
character. His work is also very idiosyncratic, often
taking an unusual view of the ordinary and everyday. His only creative direction was that he wanted
a monogram designed. He also liked old-fashioned
packaging. The challenge was getting the classic
aesthetic just right without it looking too contrived
and like a pastiche.

BRIEF

The brief was to create an identity for me that was an unsentimental modern take on early twentiethcentury monograms. I had every confidence Manual would bring their unique observations to the project.
The process was thoroughly enjoyable and their open collaborative approach stood firm throughout, resulting
in me (in the role of a client for a change) grinning from ear to ear when I opened an international parcel
full of stunningly gorgeous print with my name all over it! — Sa m To ota l
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GameSpark

by Hyun Auh

A small neighborhood video game store located in
Long Island, NY. Customers can buy, sell and trade
new and used console video games.

The initials of the name were used to create a
bursting spark. Using a star-like symbol fit very
well because of its classic usage in video games.
The type was customized to echo the curves of the
logo when used as a lock-up. The client was on a
budget so I created a 1-color business card on a
heavy stock that also worked as a promotional
“tag,” one that kids might deem collectible and
not just be thrown away.

A fun and appealing logo that would attract
a youthful audience but that also needed to look
professional and established to be able to compete
with larger chains.

BRIEF

We were starting up a modest video game shop and needed to stand out amongst the larger chains. We realized
that our competitors mostly had very mediocre and bland logos and felt that there was an opportunity to
bolster our stature through design. We wanted something that would attract kids with a fresh and fun look
while at the same time earning the trust of adults by looking professional and established. I believe Hyun
accomplished both goals for us because both kids and adults alike would often ask us if we were a chain
store. The business cards also met the criteria of catering to both audiences by looking clean and professional
but was cool enough that kids would often take a chunk of them as a souvenir. We learned that working
with a great designer can help you get the most out of a design project. — Si j oon Park, owner and manager
of Game S pa r k
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Filarmonía

by Infinito

The first classical music radio station in Peru. It
was founded in 1983 as a non-profit organization
and its objective is to spread culture through its
broadcasting. Their target audience is people of
all ages who love culture.

In the category, most logos are formal, traditional
and complex and are often portrayed as old and
highbrow. Filarmonía wanted to be a young and
contemporary radio station so that they would
reach people of all ages. Because of this, we
decided not to use a font with serifs and chose a
more modern font. Filarmonía’s logo is inspired
in the movement of a baton, as this element
identifies Filarmonía as the director of a unique
radio station.

To formalize their organization was the first
challenge. We were also asked to create a design
system that would allow the client to produce
additional design pieces in-house. They wanted
the identity to be modern, young and contemporary
so that it would reach more people.

BRIEF
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Classical music doesn’t have to be considered serious or only for scholars, therefore our mission is to promote
it, but above all, to prompt spiritual enrichment and the passion it offers us. Our previous identity didn’t
represent accurately what we actually are, that’s why we asked Infinito to help us find our real essence. After
a very gratifying work process and because of their experience we managed to find ourselves in our identity.
What better way to represent Filarmonía than as the baton of a passionate master that runs an orchestra
of thousands of Peruvian and international members before thousands of avid listeners of harmony and
peace. — M a r t h a M i f f l i n , g e n e r a l m a n ag e r o f F i l a r m o n í a

Alfredo Burga
D esigners

Franco Zegovia
Amanda Hirakata

Ted Perez + Associates

by Ted Perez + Associates

A Venice, CA-based digital creative agency.

In researching vintage letterheads, cards, seals,
marks, identity systems etc., the thing that stood
out were these glorious mastheads and “official
seal” elements that had a wonderful consistency
throughout. These were used to define our
masthead with the addition of stamps, embossers,
stickers and seals as secondary enhancements.
Complementing the primary “Bull” seal is the
“ATL” mark. Short for “Attention to Detail,” this
mark has found its way into all second tier
materials. Both the masthead and seals were letterpressed and secondary elements were applied
via stamp, sticker and embosser for authenticity.

Carrying over from the logo (see page 49)…
the challenge was to create a system that needed to
feel as timeless and historic as the man (Ted Perez)
while still feeling relevant today. The nature of the
company business was not important. It needed
to feel as though it was intended for a law firm,
government
agency, or any well respected business. Key aspects
of Ted Perez’s history and significance were also
included in the identity system in the form of
quotes and icons. In addition to the design, the
quality of the stock and printing process were just
as pertinent.

BRIEF

The nature of working in the digital landscape is that it is ever evolving. The company is constantly pursuing
new technologies, ideas, trends and strategies. The initial discussions around the rebrand led our focus to
design a visual identity with a solid foundation that would out-live the subject matter of our endeavors.
Focusing on company values and history were key. Details within the elements of each piece give insight
into this matter without being too overpowering. Upon first glance at the new design, one might think it
was designed 100 years ago or yesterday — timeless yet relevant. Overall we are very pleased with how it
all came together and will remain proud as it serves as our company’s identity. — Taj Tedrow, chief of T ed
P erez + Ass o c i at e s
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LE VEL

Professional
Comprehensive
Identity Programs
CATEGORY

figures and
observations

88 15 17%
Submissions

8

U.S. clients

Winners

7

International clients

Acceptance rate

3

Most selections: johnson banks

Accepting a minimum of three applications with no maximum limit,
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this category was both the most entertaining, for the sheer exuberance
of the scope of each project, and the most taxing, for the extent
of attention each project demanded. Without a doubt this is the
flagship category of the Brand New Awards, exhibiting the capacity of
designers and clients to develop and implement smart, complex, and
good-looking identity programs around the world. Found between a
program for a South American country and one for a small hot dog
restaurant in the middle of Texas, the identity for Mathaf: Arab
Museum of Modern Art, in all of its stark and playful detail, took not
just the best nod in this category but the Best of Show.

see page 14 for
judges’ commen ts
on best of cat e g o ry
as it recei v ed b e st
of show

Best of
Category
Best of
Show
See page 14
for all images.

Mathaf

by Wolff Olins

An art museum in Doha, Qatar, focusing on Arab
modern and contemporary art.

Based on insights from diving into the growing
world of arts in the Arab world and meeting with
artists, scholars, and art enthusiasts, we developed
the brand idea “Ideas Welcome,” where art is
inspired by ideas and ideas are inspired by art.
The ambition was to create a digital museum with
a physical space, where people can engage with
art beyond the physical space in Doha, Qatar. We
created the brand identity, the new name Mathaf
(“Museum” in Arabic), and two typefaces in both
Arabic and English. We designed the digital
experience, including website architecture, wireframes, and layout. We worked closely with the
architect to craft a holistic museum experience,
from signage to the design of the napkins in the
cafeteria, and produced thought-provoking items
for the museum gift shop as well as a range of
marketing collateral and advertising campaigns.

When the Qatar Museums Authority (QMA)
and the Qatar Foundation (QF) partnered to adopt
His Excellency Sheikh Hassan bin Mohammed bin
Ali Al Thani’s private collection of more than 6,000
pieces of modern and contemporary Arab art, their
objective was to build an institution that would
instigate an Arab art movement in the world. To
become the leading voice on Arab modern and contemporary art in the region and beyond, facilitating
interest and dialogue about Arab art between
artists, scholars, and the general public.

BRIEF
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The Wolff Olins team immersed themselves in understanding what exactly we wanted our museum to be.
They helped develop the brand idea, “Ideas Welcome” — the notion of leaving an idea and taking an idea.
This led us to the development of the identity, the name of the museum, and ultimately, the visuals and the
design. We love that the brand is smart and makes you think, and the fact that it sits in a strategic place
between two languages. Working with Wolff Olins helped me see we should never underestimate the potential
of what Mathaf can be. — Wassa n A l- K h u d h a i r i , c h i e f c u r ato r a n d ac t i n g d i rector of M athaf
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Brooklyn Fare

by Mucca Design

A gourmet market in downtown Brooklyn, NY, that
offers a selection ranging from high-end prepared
foods to everyday basics.

A key focus of our branding strategy was to give
the store a unique voice to gain attention in an
emerging neighborhood and distinguish it from
its chain store competitors, which came through in
a literal manner, with irreverent text as the focus
of the brand. We took great care to achieve the
right tone, writing copy with a smart humor that
New Yorkers would respond to. Because the brand
is based on text meant to engage the customer,
we created a proprietary typeface, Fare Serif, to
echo the same playful tone. From store signage
to packaging to employee uniforms, Brooklyn
Fare speaks to consumers in a language that makes
the daily grocery run a little more palatable.

Name the market, create the entire retail
experience, and develop an advertising campaign
and online presence. A particular challenge was to
attract two different demographic groups: a daytime
business crowd working in nearby office buildings
and affluent residents of incoming condos.

BRIEF

When we began the design process with Mucca, they presented us with a well thought-out strategic plan
that really addressed our challenges as a new gourmet market in a developing area with well-established
chain stores. Our intention was to communicate with our customers in a direct and friendly way, like a true
neighborhood corner shop. The solution they developed is straightforward, smart, and effective, with a local
flavor that has been extremely well-received. — Mr . I ssa , ow n e r o f Br o ok ly n Fare
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PromPerú

by FutureBrand Argentina

PromPerú is a government agency for the promotion
and foreign trade of Perú. The project also included
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and ProInversion.
The audience of all three entities are all the Perúvians, manufacturers, exporters, importers, visitors,
tourism boards and agencies, investors, etc.

The task involved the analysis of a multicultural
country. The team traveled, interviewed, investigated, and set the brand essence “There’s a Perú for
each one,” founded on three pillars: multifaceted,
specialist, captivating. The word “Perú,” product
of junctions and mixtures, led us to a logo. The
spiral, graphic motif present in all Perúvian
regions and cultures represents evolution and
change. It also refers to a fingerprint, in line with
the brand essence. The handwritten typography
emphasizes the word, creating a logotype from
a single line, because in Perú people trace their
own path based on their particular interests.

We conducted a process to guide the construction of the country brand, as part of an off-shore
promotion strategy, boosting the commercial sectors
with greater international exposition: tourism,
exports, and foreign investment attraction. The
challenge was to create a strategy apt to those
areas, to set the right brand architecture, and to
create a logo and visual identity system, communication guidelines and collateral materials, and also
to create and develop a net of consensus among
regions and organizations from several activities,
from private and public sectors, to share and validate
each step of the project.

BRIEF

After nearly two years of highly professional work, FutureBrand helped us launch the Perú brand, our
first-ever country brand. The result has exceeded our expectations in every regard. Public opinion leaders
have been very enthusiastic in their support of the new brand, and the general public has followed suit. At
last our country will be identified by a single smart and beautiful logo supported by a solid concept and a
well-orchestrated strategy. This brand has brought together tourism, exports, and investment professionals
and has given all Perúvians a reason to be proud of our country and recent achievements. — I sabella Falco,
Director o f P r o m ot i o n f o r Co u n t ry I m ag e
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Frank: Purveyors of
Artisan Sausage
Frank is an Austin, TX, mecca for bacon-lovers,
beer-guzzlers, and encased-meat enthusiasts.
Located in the Warehouse District, the restaurant
is surrounded by a diverse audience of downtown
dwellers and professionals working in fields ranging
from high finance and politics to blue-collar delivery
and the service industry.
Start-up restaurants need every advantage
available to succeed. The client looked to us for
help in appealing to a broad audience through a
bold and memorable identity. The challenge was
to be accessible to a diverse group, to create buzz
and attention, and to reflect the owners’ spirit,
enthusiasm, and passion for what they do and the
produce they deliver.

BRIEF

by Helms Workshop
I worked collaboratively with the team of owners
to build a “third place” with a goal of making
people feel like kids again — even for just a few
moments. These are hot dogs, after all! Through that
focus, we’ve built a restaurant that is universally
attractive to a diverse range of patrons, from
tattooed hipsters to senators, local celebs, and
blue-collar workers hungry for a dog. In sharing
what we love, we’ve managed not just to create a
celebration of food but also to build a culture and
community. And folks have taken notice— from
Food and Wine and Southern Living to TLC and the
Discovery Channel.

Workshop’s branding is a huge factor in our success as a business. Christian really listened to our goals
and delivered work that was way beyond what we imagined possible. It’s such a striking, joyful expression
of what we offer the community and love to do. TV and magazines love to feature Frank, and I meet guests
daily who come in off the street just because of the design of the place. We constantly have people taking
pictures inside and out. The servers are asked so often about who did the work, we’ve made it a page in our
training manual! — J e n n No r t h c u t t, co - ow n e r o f F r a nk
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Comedy Central

by thelab

The only all-comedy network, currently seen in
more than 98 million homes nationwide, airs
award-winning programming including The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart, The Colbert Report, South
Park and Tosh.0.

The web, like comedy, is inherently social, so
we started from a digital perspective, moving it
from behaving like a television brand to a media
brand. This led to the idea of creating a new logo
to “tag” content. We recommended that Comedy
Central sanction funny content, not seek to be
funny. The brand plays a larger role in culture,
the arbiter of funny, and that’s what the re-brand
needed to communicate. The arbiter of funny
was considered for each adaptation of the brand,
creating a next generation media brand.

Comedy Central needed a branding solution
that more firmly attached the network to their
programming while reaching a younger audience.
We began with the insights that (1) comedy is inherently social, and (2) the content needed to travel
in a branded way across platforms. On a basic
branding level, the challenges revolved around issues of scale and transportability that the logo and
branding needed to address. Because a network is a
brand that houses other brands — shows, content,
personalities — we needed to create a system that
celebrated the rich content (the programming)
without abandoning the providers (the network).

BRIEF
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We went to thelab with a creative challenge to help us re-connect with our audience and our content in a
multi-platform world. Their fresh perspective helped usher in a whole new relationship with our brand, our
content, and our audience. The Comedymark and identity system has inspired a radical shift, not only in
our branding style and network aesthetic but in our company culture, as well. The new identity is a clear
challenge to always celebrate our content in everything we do. — Ch r i s S c a r lata, on-air design director of
Comedy C e n t r a l Br a n d C r e at iv e
Au d i o a n d s o u n d d e sign

Animation directors

Joe Johnson
Eron Otcasek

Kiffer Keegan
Catherine Chesters

Producers

Allison Pickard
Susie Shuttleworth
Animators

Daniel Pernikoff
Brian McGee
Chris West
Kiffer Keegan
Joe Lawrence

Pew Center for Arts & Heritage by johnson banks
A collection of art and culture initiatives, projects,
and grant-giving bodies in Philadelphia, PA.
The Pew Center wanted the benefits of one
unified identity but still wanted to somehow recognize its work in dance, exhibitions, fellowships,
theatre, management, heritage and music. And to
make it trickier, they wanted to let the initiatives
still use their current names — what one describes
as a challenging brief.

BRIEF

They had agreed to unite under one name, the Pew
Center for Arts & Heritage, and wanted to define
a clear “parent/child” relationship but somehow
keep a “child/parent” relationship as well. We
soon began to realize that any of the previous
identity “models” were redundant and we needed
to think of a new way to express this, and we
started to think of the centre and its constituent
parts a little like “cards” that we could shuffle and
reorganize. The next step was building a uniquely
fluid identity system that allows flexibility in the
core mark (where you see progressively more of
the initiatives) and then completely inverted logos
for the divisions. For initiatives such as the Pew
Fellowships we were able to utilize the uniquely
modular shapes of the logos and reflect them in
these designs for brochures and invites. Since
the project’s launch at the turn of 2009 - 10, we’ve
been applying the scheme out across stationery,
animations, websites, signage, and a whole array
of printed materials, including 3D metal signs.

Given our brief to include seven lengthy names plus the name of the new entity with a place name thrown
in and to make it all look coherent and, more important, good, this project was not for the faint-of-heart
designer. We’re delighted to have ended up with a lively, flexible system that allows us to foreground a
single program or reveal the entire breadth of what we do. Ours is a memorable brand that evinces a high
level of strategic thinking with dynamic design. — Lau r a S i lv e r m a n , ass o c i ate director for administration
of P ew C e n t e r f o r A r ts & He r i tag e
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SHRINE

by Triboro

A new men’s haberdashery based in Chicago, IL.
SHRINE offers high-quality men’s accessories that
were made using traditional techniques by artisans
with centuries of experience. The store sells products
from both the far east and Europe.

Because of the sources’ polarity we came up with an
identity composed of two separate sub-identities
that would contrast and complement each other
like a yin and yang. Half of the identity is a small
white Shrine symbol centered on all-black materials.
To contrast this minimal system we then created a
very dense ornamental poster graphic printed in
black and gold. The poster communicates some of
the unique production techniques and exotic origins
of the products in the store. The idea was that this
one piece should serve a lot of different needs, so
it is used as gift wrapping and tissue paper, or as a
poster promotion.

Establish the identity and packaging for
the store.

BRIEF

Communicating our store’s commitment to quality in design and manufacturing is hard to do verbally, but
once we put our business card in people’s hands they understand exactly what SHRINE is about. The design
of the card catches people off guard because every detail feels considered, from font and white engraving to
the quality and heft of the black paper. The rest of the packaging and brand imagery seals the deal in many
cases. Yesterday a client came in and said that she was blown away by the packaging and that inspired her
to come shop with us again. Traffic to our website has increased and we have seen a jump in sales. — R afik
B oughad o u, ow n e r o f SHRINE
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Museo de Arte de Lima

by Studioa

Host to the largest and most representative art
collection in Peru, from pre-Columbian times to today’s. Through the dissemination of art and culture,
the museum promotes respect for plurality and
contributes to national development.

We developed the brand concept “Add to your life”
and a new brand personality “young, extrovert,
open-minded, engaged, and educated.” The name
was evolved to MALI to create a unifying identity
element, short and easy to recognize. We integrated the new wordmark to the existing symbol
to turn it into the museum’s main identifier. The
Interstate typeface becomes a starring element, the
black color integrates the old identity with the new
one, and a secondary color palette helps arrange
and organize the areas within the museum’s
organization (corporate, education, exhibitions,
loyalty program, and store, among others).

In 2010 the museum underwent a process of
renovation. They requested our help to renovate
its visual identity and applications system. The
objective was to have the new identity program ready
and implemented for the Museum’s reopening in
the fall of 2010. The challenge was to update the
brand to make it more accessible to the masses and
attract young patrons through a revitalized visual
identity and a new applications system that could
work as a standardized living platform — both
contemporary and versatile — from which all
supporting elements can be developed timely and
cost-efficiently.

BRIEF

Our new brand identity was launched with the reopening of our museum in April 2010, after having been
closed to the public for more than two years. The design was developed to accompany the renovation of
the historic building that houses our museum, and to give us a younger and more modern face. The new
identity was an important part of a communication strategy that sought to incorporate new and larger
audiences. Attendance figures were doubled and we also saw spectacular growth in other indicators, such
as Web 2.0 tools and the success of our ambitious fundraising program. — Natalia M ajluf, director of
M useo de A r t e d e L i m a - MALI
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PwC

by Wolff Olins

One of the world’s largest providers of assurance,
tax and business consulting services. Everyday
161,000 PwC people, in 154 countries, work to build
relationships to understand the value their clients
are looking for. Clients range from multinationals
to entrepreneurs, from the public sector to private
companies.

From PricewaterhouseCoopers the brand name became PwC. A unique and powerful identity system
— a framework for outcome-focused messaging,
created to work across all aspects of PwC and
all communication platforms, with particular
emphasis on digital. A highly original identity
system — inspired by the digital world but created
to operate across all communication platforms —
housing the different outcome messaging in
a framework that is flexible, consistent, and
very distinctive.

PwC wanted a clear position as number one
in professional services and developed a number of
strategic initiatives, including brand, to deliver that.
Fundamentally it wanted brand to work much harder for the business. Through research it understood
that clients’ needs and aspirations were changing.
Clients wanted a focus on their outcomes as opposed
to what advisors did; dialogue as opposed to telling;
and help in creating the different kinds of value —
social, environmental, personal as well as financial
— that they were under pressure to deliver. It
also recognized that in an increasingly global and
digitized world, it was fragmented and needed to be
more consistent, relevant and connected.

BRIEF

The change in our brand expression is the start of a journey to make PwC’s brand more consistent and
work harder for the business. It has been a global effort across a complex business. In less than six months,
we have achieved a step-change in the consistency of how our brand is presented. — I an J D uncan, global
brand di r e c to r o f PwC
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wanderlust hotel

by Foreign Policy Design Group

wanderlust is a design boutique hotel by Singaporean
hotelier Lik Peng Loh. This hotel targets travelers
who not just understand and appreciate design but
are curious and interested in engaging and immersing themselves in a new experience. Each floor is
designed by a different designer who was given
free creative rein to design the rooms.

Little India has always been an eye-opener and
cultural revelation to travelers, providing that
“wanderlust” effect. We wanted to stay true to
that experience by using contextual elements.
The building, a former elementary school in the
early 1900s, inspired that child-like innocence:
folding a paper plane or assembling a plane kit,
the dream of possibly one day traveling the
world. Various forms of ephemera and keepsakes
experienced during a journey were carefully
studied, considered, and deployed onto the
collateral set, like a bus ticket for the rate cards,
an air ticket for the brochure, as well as a multifunctional itinerary book.

Create a quirky and fun brand that is synonymous with the ideas and experience of traveling
and journeys, of the process of discovery, of that
innocent dream-like feeling. The vision of the hotel
owner has always been grounded by the history
and surroundings of his property. Since each floor is
designed by a different designer, the floors all look
and feel very different. Our challenge was to achieve
a cohesive voice and unity through the branding
and identity, a voice that will also augment the
ideals and creativity of the project and still preserve
the honesty of the meaning of “wanderlust.”

BRIEF

wanderlust is about immersing our guests’ experience to the fullest during their journey, and we’ve successfully accomplished that with our branding collateral. Having been included in Condé Nast Traveller’s 2011
Hot List and winning Best New Boutique Hotel by TimeOut magazine bear testament. But the highlight of
this program has to be our itinerary book. Given to guests at check-in, it not only contains the necessary
hotel information but also is a handy guide, detailing places to see, things to do, and where to eat around
the neighborhood. For keepsakes, guests can also record their entire journey on the thoughtfully designed
grid or blank fun pages. — M a e N o o r , m a rk e t i n g co m m u n i c at i o n s m a n ag e r o f wanderlust hotel
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science museum

by johnson banks

A world-class collection of science-related objects
and exhibitions in London, UK.

After a long audit and design investigation, a
visual route began to take shape that took the
two-word name and created a unique arrangement
of the characters into a four-line block that took
its cue from code and digital typefaces. It takes a
little bit of working out, but “decoding and sharing”
seemed an apt analogy for the museum itself. It
also provided them with what they’ve never had:
a unique wordmark to identify themselves that
can be literally “stamped” onto everything they
do. We then swiftly extrapolated the logo into a
house style that gave them immediate presence in
London’s highly competitive marketing environment. A unique typeface was drawn following the
letterforms of the logo, which is being implemented
across the marketing materials and increasingly
the interior and exterior of the museum. Supported
by a new brand, and leading with interesting
events, the museum is showing that it can attract
a different audience and throw off its slightly
geeky image (and attract thousands of new fans
in the process).

Increased competition from London’s other
attractions, coupled with a new architectural vision
and master plan for the museum, meant the time
had come to look properly at the museum’s brand.

BRIEF

Briefed to develop a visual identity to appeal to existing audiences and attract new ones, the new brand needed
to bring together the disparate interests of the Science Museum and achieve stand-out in the competitive
cultural sector. johnson banks rose to this challenge with an astute enthusiasm, creating a sophisticated
visual identity that avoided the usual science clichés. Based on the notion of decrypting, johnson banks
puzzled tirelessly to produce a new scheme that is cleaner and calmer, helping us plant the museum back in the
minds of audiences and achieve record-breaking visitor figures since launch. — Katy Hack, senior mar k eting
executi v e o f t h e S c i e n c e M u s e u m
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Ravensbourne

by johnson banks

A design and digital innovation college in
London, UK.

For a while we tried to ignore what was in front
of our noses, but fairly soon that seemed a little
pointless: Following the tessellating patterns of
famed mathematical physicist Roger Penrose, the
visual statement of the tiles was too powerful to
ignore. We discovered that by slightly rotating
the tiles, we could create a sense of movement
and restlessness that seemed to fit well with the
college’s future ambitions. Every library, every
computer shot seemed the same, especially after
you’ve looked through a handful of prospectuses.
So we developed a way to take the tiling pattern
and incorporate it into student photographs that
we commissioned. Almost overnight, the college
gained an identity approach to logos, typography
and images that could glue together elements such
as folders, reports, and prospectuses, and has been
applied extensively online.

This famous design college has recently
undertaken one of the biggest transformations
of an educational institution, ever. From a sleepy,
low-rise brick campus in suburban London, they
planned a move right next to the Millenium Dome,
into a purpose-built open-plan architectural wonder
built on ten floors and covered on its exterior by
30,000 meticulously interlinked tiles. Our task,
with both words and pictures, was to find a way
to excite the staff about the move, whilst carefully
nudging their positioning into the future and
reflecting all of this with an identity change.

BRIEF

It was a tough task taking Ravensbourne from its suburban roots and old ways of working and transforming
it into the most exciting and dynamic new destination for specialist higher education in London. Our new
brand had to spearhead this change: be bold and iconic like our amazing new building; unique and creative
like our staff and students. johnson banks guided us, challenged us, and ultimately delivered us a great
brand, one that repositions us within higher education and the creative industries, and helps make us a
more attractive proposition to students and our diverse set of stakeholders. — Jill Hogan, head of mar k eting
and com m u n i c at i o n s o f R av e n s b o u r n e
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Prism Awards

by SPIE

An international competition that recognizes new
cutting-edge products that challenge conventional
ideas, solve problems, and improve life through
the generation and harnessing of light-based
technologies.

We first researched the definition of a prism: a
transparent solid body, often having a triangular
base, used for dispersing light into a spectrum
(rainbow), or for reflecting rays of light. Using
this definition of a prism as a starting point,
the logo and crystal award were designed in
consideration of one another. The crystal award
design, on a basic level, can itself be described as
a prism and is representative of the logo mark.
The very simple logo mark supports four clear
ideas at a glance: symbolic iconography of a prism,
a simplified version of the crystal award, as the
letter “A” in AWARDS, and the color bar appropriately serves as a flexible rainbow spectrum to
differentiate each of the nine categories. These
concepts were executed throughout the resulting
identity applications.

Prism Award stakeholders described the
original logo as outdated, limited in application,
and cumbersome in usage. They recognized a need
for the logo and its representation to be redesigned
in order to better position the Prism Awards as innovative, up to date, and appealing—a prestigious
and sought-after award. Together we identified
a much-needed identity overhaul that started
with the logo and evolved into a comprehensive
identity program including tangible awards, print,
promotions, multimedia, and environmental
design applications. Some of the challenges were to
develop a cohesive and appropriate identity across
nine award categories and to create an identity
that incorporates the Prism concept in a fun and
classy “award-like” way, while appealing to serious
science and engineering innovators.

BRIEF

The original Prism Award brand was outdated, difficult to work with, and ugly. From the start I wanted a
brand “renovation” and began working with Bryan Hintz in 2009. The end result was more than I could
have asked for. The logo, look, branding, feel, and style was just what the award needed—energy and
respect. Because of Bryan’s work, a German news agency called the Prism Awards “the Photonics Oscars.”
— Pamela R o b e r ts o n , m a rke t i n g p r o m ot i o n s m a n ag e r o f t h e P r i s m Awa r ds
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Honor

by RoAndCo Studio

A high-end women’s clothing brand led by designer
Giovanna Randall in New York, NY. With no detail
left untouched, every aspect of the brand aims to
deliver quality and beauty. Honor translates the
twentieth-century heritage of an old-world fashion
atelier into a wearable collection that honors both
the past and present.

Simple and refined, we extended the concept
behind Honor’s brand identity to all brand
touch-points, from their website, to their in-store
experience, to their fashion shows and campaigns.
We created special invitations, look books, and
holiday cards with every piece sent out having
either a personal message from the designer or
an edible treat to eat. We achieved a brand image
that exceeded the client’s expectations and helped
to establish Honor within the fashion world in a
short amount of time.

Help create the brand at the very early stages
of the collection’s development. We were provided
with an inspiration board based off of French
and Hitchcock films and images of iconic women.
Without having seen their first collection, we were
challenged to create a brand identity that would
represent a strong, sophisticated, and exuberant
image and separate Honor from their competition.
Subsequently, we were tasked to create an Honor
“world,” from the minuscule details to large-scale
production of their shows, while meeting tight
deadlines due to the nature of the fashion industry.

BRIEF

We faced a major challenge, to position a new collection of designer womenswear in the competitive luxury
marketplace. RoAndCo developed a brand identity that is timeless, classic, strong, and feminine all at
once, the exact facets of the collection we have created. Our brand identity allows our collection to appear
as if we have been in the marketplace forever. Whenever we send out an invitation or business card or direct
someone to our website, they respond in awe and amazement in regards to the quality and beauty of our
brand identity. We are so pleased with our collaboration. — R ac h e l F l e i t, d i rector of creati ve de v elopment
of Hono r
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Alsea

by MBLM

The leading operator of QSR (Quick Service Restaurant) and Casual Dining in Latin America, with
1,174 Points of Sale in Mexico, Chile, Colombia, and
Argentina. A publicly traded company (in Mexico’s
BMV), Alsea owns a portfolio of global brands such
as: Starbucks Coffee, Burger King, Domino’s Pizza,
Chili’s, PF Chang’s, and California Pizza Kitchen.

We created a “Corporate Ingredient Brand” strategy
where the Alsea brand appears — along with its
restaurant brands — in a series of customer
touchpoints, to tell a story of synergy, good
citizenship, and value. In this story, the ultimate
goal of both the corporation and the brands are
the special moments that only Alsea plus each
one of its brands deliver to the table of millions of
customers every year. This idea was articulated
through the corporate tagline: “Touching People,
Enriching Moments.” To complement this message
an end-client focused, icon alphabet was created
to portray Alsea’s success ingredients.

Project objectives were: redefine the corporate
value proposition in light of the company’s 20th
anniversary; consolidate the current customers
of the various brands; attract new customers to
the brands; and position Alsea in the hearts and
minds of the customers of its brands, by laying
out the value Alsea has added to the country over
the past 20 years in the social, work/employment,
and economic thread (aside from the back-office
and supply chain support they usually offer to
their brands).

BRIEF

Over a year ago we invited MBLM to create a brand value proposition to reflect our vision towards the
future after our first 20 years of operations in Mexico and Latin America. As a result, MBLM’s strategy is
helping us to further align the cultures of our brands, delivering a compelling story of success, synergy, good
citizenship, and value, which will be instrumental to connect emotionally with our current and potential
customers. I’m sure that this will be an important element in our corporate strategic plan to extend our
customer base and leverage our company into more competitive grounds, with a unique voice, goals, and
values. — Fa b i a n G oss e l i n , CEO o f A l s e a
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0
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No one goes into this business with the dream of doing hundred-page
guideline documents. Yet they are a very important element of all
successful identity programs and deserve both dedication when
produced and recognition when completed. Attracting less than two
144

dozen entries proved that this isn’t the most exciting category. The
winners, however, demonstrate the difficulty of creating documents
that are attractive, engaging, easy to understand, and comprehensive.
The guidelines for the on-air application of the Independent Film
Channel are as well presented and humorous as the work that won
the channel Best of Category in Logo and Identity Animations.

judges’ commen ts
on best of cat e g o ry

Tone of voice is crucial to IFC and somehow they’ve
found a guidelines copywriter that gets it. What is
usually stale comes alive. People might actually
read this one. — J e n n i f e r K i n o n
IFC’s guidelines are very complete, they deal with
all the possible uses by taking into account all of
the constraints. — Cl au d i n e F é l i x- Ja n n e au

The styleguide for IFC has the same no nonsense
attitude as the logo and graphic system. Very
strong, simple, and well written. I quote: “Our
Style Guide lays out all the important Dos and
Don’ts for making good-looking, well-behaved
IFC graphics.” — Steff Geissbuhler

Best of
Category

Independent Film Channel (IFC) by Feel Good Anyway
A cable television network that creates and
champions authentic, original content and has
cultivated television programming that challenges
the conventions of storytelling since 1994.
Rebrands, like small children, need strict
boundaries or they’re liable to sprout all kinds of
undesirable traits. Our guideline document lays
out all the important Dos and Don’ts for making
good-looking, well-behaved IFC graphics. In a
perfect world, every project would deliver with an
actual human being to guide the client through
the ins and out of the system. Ideally, this Design
Minder would have an exhaustive knowledge of
the work, and the combined temperaments of an
English schoolmaster, Marine Corps DI, and Paul
Rand. No doubt, scientists will someday create a
being or an app with these characteristics, but until
then, we must make do with pictures and words.

BRIEF

Our main goal was to create a document that could
be easily understood by a wide range of users with
very divergent levels of design savvy. On a project
as large as this rebrand it’s very easy to get overwhelmed by all the assets (several hundred at last
count), not to mention how all those assets best fit
together. The IFC guidelines take a building-block
approach, first explaining the individual elements
(logo, color palette, typography, etc.) and then
showing how these elements are to be properly
mixed and matched. In general, we strove for
clarity and concision.

As part of IFC’s 2010 rebrand, FGA created this guideline document to help us implement the new system
across all media. It’s a wide-ranging document that explains how to assemble the individual parts into
a cohesive whole. I sleep with it under my pillow. — K ev i n V i ta l e , v i c e p r e s i d ent creati v e, brand creati ve
director o f IFC
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Human Genome Sciences

by Landor Associates

An emerging pharmaceutical company based in
Rockville, Maryland, MD, that focuses on finding
remedies for serious disease. They were founded
in 1992 to develop protein and antibody drugs
based on DNA sequencing but have since expanded
their research into many areas.

Our design ties strong emotional benefits to
hard science and opens the window to a sense of
discovery. There is a fine line between solid scientific work (represented by the bold and direct
black type of the logo) and inspiring benefits
(represented by colorful dynamic photography). The
line pulls back to reveal images that evoke renewed
energy in patients’ lives and the flow of creativity.
With their human side now first and foremost,
their commitment to rigorous study becomes the
flip side of a coin — intrinsically connected to
moments of celebration and innovation.

HGS came to us at a watershed moment. After
20 years of research, they were about to launch
a breakthrough drug, BENLYSTA®, that would
be the first new Lupus therapy in 50 years. They
wanted to celebrate their achievement, relaunch
their brand, and find a way to tell their story to
the outside world. They also needed to show the
breadth of their work. Despite their company name
and double helix logo, they were no longer focusing
solely on exploring the genome. Without changing
their name, they wanted to communicate that they
were about more than human genome research.

BRIEF

I’ve been in corporate communications for a number of years and have been through several major corporate
rebrands at major pharmaceutical companies during my career. But I have to say that the brand identity
guidelines developed by Landor for Human Genome Sciences are by far the most visually stunning and
attention-grabbing set of identity “tools” I’ve ever come across. When you grab people’s attention, you help
improve compliance. Well done, Landor. — J e r ry Pa r r ot t, v i c e p r e s i d e n t, co rporate communications and
public po l i cy o f Hu m a n G e n o m e Sc i e n c e s
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Pure Matters

by Pappas Group

A provider of the finest natural supplements and
nutraceuticals engineered and proved to a higher
standard.

The approach for the identity was to convey purity
at its most simple form, drawing inspiration
from the natural world. The name Pure Matters
was chosen partly for its ability to be used in a
sentence, like “Pure Matters for Healthy Bones”
so the logo was deliberately kept simple. It can
live alone or as part of a message describing the
product itself. The identity then tends to engage
itself with the audience instead of just living as
a static mark on the box.

Pappas Group went through an extensive
naming process, and once Pure Matters rose up to
the top, they developed the accompanying brand
strategy. The goal of the name and strategy is to
make the audience confident about what’s in the
bottle and connected to the brand’s story.

BRIEF

When we approached Pappas Group, we didn’t have a name, just an idea. Pappas Group went through
an extensive naming process, and once Pure Matters rose up to the top, they developed the accompanying
brand strategy. The goal of the name and strategy is to make the audience confident about what’s in the
bottle and connected to the brand’s story. The approach for the identity was to convey purity at its most
simple form, drawing inspiration from the natural world. The name Pure Matters was chosen partly for
its ability to be used in a sentence, like “Pure Matters for Healthy Bones” so the logo was deliberately kept
simple. It can live alone or as part of a message describing the product itself. The identity then tends to
engage itself with the audience instead of just living as a static mark on the box. The guideline document
that Pappas Group created will continue to provide direction as the identity of Pure Matters continues to
evolve in the future. — St eve n R i n d e r , b u s i n e ss a n d co r p o r at e d ev e lo p m e n t advisor of B esins Health C are
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UNICEF

by Hyperakt

The driving force that helps build a world where
the rights of every child are realized. UNICEF’s
Voices of Youth program strives to offer all children
and adolescents a safe space where their voices will
be heard: a place online where they can explore,
learn, discuss, and grow together.

We set out to create a friendly logo, adaptable
to various languages, that embodies the Voices
of Youth brand: a dynamic, global platform for
youth dialogue and self expression. The speech
symbol in the mark serves as a container and
springboard for the brand’s extended identity.
An icon system and color palette was developed
to represent the various issues discussed by community members, such as education, child rights,
HIV and AIDS, violence, and gender equality. The
icon system is used to identify areas within the
site as well as for issue-specific print materials.

UNICEF is committed to remain relevant to
a new generation of supporters. The goal of the
Voices of Youth program is to create an online portal
for self expression that serves as the sole entry
point for children and young people from all over
the world into all the activities offered by UNICEF
and the new Voices of Youth community. Voices of
Youth’s new identity has to be relevant to the youth
audience participating in meaningful dialogue on
the site, to internal UNICEF and UN stakeholders,
and to academia.

BRIEF

Hyperakt did an impressive job in designing a brand that works perfectly well with our very heterogeneous
audience. Designing for a global youth while providing a strong local element in the logo with such finesse,
flexibility, and beauty is truly a work of art. Thank you! — Ch e r i f Zo u e i n , co nsultant for youth section,
div ision o f co m m u n i c at i o n s , UNICEF
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The organizers of most awards and competitions are completely
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behind the scenes, serving as a conduit between the entries, the
judges, and the ensuing publication of the work. We stayed in this
role as much as possible until we noticed that, in the barrage of
entries that judges see, it is easy for some very deserving entries to
be dismissed and not selected. So, as an addition to all the selections
by our judges, UnderConsideration has selected a few more entries
that we (Bryony and Armin) personally felt deserved an honorable
mention in this year’s Awards, meant not to undermine our judges’
choices but to complement them.
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Latitudes

by 3 Advertising

A convenience store specializing in international
offerings located in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Latitudes provides fresh and easy food options for
those on the go.

We wanted to create a logo that felt as if it could
have been found on a world-battered luggage
sticker affixed to an old leather suitcase.

A simple, clean logo that captured the idea
of fresh and healthy gourmet foods from around
the world.

BRIEF

We had the idea for a very unique prototype and knew that the success would depend on the brand, logo,
and the ability to communicate with our female target demographics. We chose 3 Advertising because they
had a good grasp of who we were trying to reach and what our concept was all about. The design process
was challenging, but the folks at 3 Advertising were simply brilliant. Our focus groups really clicked with
their design, taglines, and initial marketing approaches. The logo even helped us land a very successful,
and notable, female investor! — R o n B r ow n , p r e s i d e n t of L atitudes

Union Square Hospitality Group by The O Group
The company founded by world-renowned restauranteur, Danny Meyer. It includes some of New York
City’s most acclaimed restaurants serving up a
variety of cuisines.
Create the identity for Blue Smoke Bake Shop,
focused on deserts and baked treats, an offshoot
of the popular Blue Smoke barbecue restaurant.
The challenge was to incorporate the original Blue
Smoke logo, without corrupting the already established and successful identity.

BRIEF

We wanted to stay true to the aesthetic of the
Blue Smoke brand, while incorporating a bit of
whimsy that felt appropriate for a bakery. By
adding a simplified line drawing above the logo,
we were able to repurpose the original logo’s
neon-inspired shape into the shape of a pie tin.
Simple and fun — and looks great on a box filled
with fresh cupcakes.

We looked to The O Group to create an identity for the Blue Smoke Bake Shop that would build on the current
restaurant’s branding, while feeling like an entity that could stand on its own. They came back with a solution
that retained the Blue Smoke logo while adding fun and elegance that were a great match for our offering.
Since its launch, the logo has worked out well for us to use across various applications and touchpoints in
the bake shop. — M a r k M ay n a r d - Pa r i s i , m a n ag i n g pa r t n e r o f B lu e Sm o k e
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Sky Arts HD

by Jon Yeo

British Sky Broadcasting Group (a.k.a. BSkyB;
trading as Sky) is a public satellite broadcasting
company operating in the United Kingdom and
Ireland. It is the largest pay-TV broadcaster in the
United Kingdom with over 10 million subscribers.
Sky Arts 1 and 2 are channels in their portfolio.

Artistic materials are generated from a single
piece of kinetic energy. The material inhabits
everyday scenes, coalescing loosely to form the
“ARTS” element of the channel logo.

The client wanted arts and culture to be presented in a universally accessible way. The client
wanted the logo to be depicted in a more kinetic
form, with a relationship to everyday scenes that
ordinary people could identify with.

BRIEF

The design process was a collaborative one with the creative team who were constantly challenged to
ensure the output was a true reflection of the tone of the brand which aims to encourage people to think
again about where they can find and enjoy “art.” We were involved at each stage, from concept through the
minutiae of post production. The output is vibrant, energetic and really reflects the Sky Arts channels in a
new light so we were very pleased with the result. — Sky A r ts m a rk e t i n g t e a m
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The Sheffield Honey Company

by DED Associates

An artisan producer of premium quality local
English honey and the finest beeswax products.
Located in Sheffield, a post industrial city in the
heart of the United Kingdom, known in the past
as the Steel City, but now has a sweeter side.

Our approach was to create a utilitarian logo/
brand solution that would allow the product’s
natural color to take center stage, be it the burnt
orange of heather honey or the caramel yellow
of the honeycomb candles. An overtly minimal
typographic treatment was used, synonymous
with the functionality of the steel factories of the
city’s past. The label, too, pays a subtle homage
to the old street trams and bus tickets that would
get clipped by the conductor on presentation. The
simple line logo is the joining of the honey drop
and the hexagonal form of a steel nut.

Create a new identity that would stand
out from, and stay clear of, the sticky stereotypes
associated with honey brands, including the request of “NO BEES.” It was vital that the identity
communicate Sheffield’s industrial heritage,
whilst at the same time referencing the artisans’
attention to detail when it came to their premium
quality honey.

BRIEF

The Sheffield Honey Company. Transforming these words into a fully fledged brand design that could communicate a trading history, quality produce, and our local heritage to name but a few, was always going
to be a big ask. Through working closely with DED and at no point compromising on the brief, we have
been blown away by the results and by the recognition both at home and worldwide in the branding and
products. Brand design is everything and DED exceeded our expectations in every aspect. — Alison Cooper,
product m a n ag e r o f Th e S h e f f i e l d H o n e y Co m pa n y
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Locos Por Juana

by Diego Guevara

A two-time Grammy Nominated bilingual Latin
band from Miami, FL, known for their unique
fusion of Latin styles, influences, exotic arrangements, and explosive live performances.

The challenge to create something unique and
easy to associate with the band allowed me to
experiment and play with different approaches.
I knew I wanted this logo to rely heavily on type
being that the band’s name is catchy and tells a
story already. But I also wanted something fresh
and original. I decided to sketch, paint and draw
letters, always having a clear picture in my mind
of what the end result might look like. The handmade approach was my first and only attempt and
I’m happy the band loved it as much as I did.

Create a unique identity that would be recognized by their fans and new listeners around the
world. We studied a few possibilities and concluded
that the best way to brand the band would be to
create a unique and custom logo that represented
their influences, style, music and vision.

BRIEF

When we approached Diego with the idea of designing a new logo, we knew we’d given him a huge challenge.
We wanted a unique logo that would attract new fans and attention, but that would also resonate with
current fans and hold true to the band’s past. As soon as Diego showed us a draft of the logo, we knew he
had perfectly captured the essence and energy of the band. We’ve only had positive feedback from old and
new fans, and the logo has been used on merchandise, CDs and promotional material helping to further
brand Locos Por Juana. — M a r k Ko n d r at, Ba n d Me m b e r
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PROFESSIONAL

Basic Identity
Creati ve Director,
Illustrator, Designer

Diego Guevara

Tai Loy

by Infinito

A Peruvian chain store specializing in stationery,
office supplies and toys. They have been in the
market for more than 40 years. Their audience
is middle and upper class mothers who look for
school supplies for their children, students and
professionals in the arts and business offices.

Only the name of the store and the basic colors
were respected. Everything else had to be changed.
The name Tai Loy was well remembered so we
focused on a typographic solution inspired in
basic shapes. We created several versions of the
logo changing the “O” with products that you
can find in the store. Also, this element served as
a device to separate the products that the store
offers and project the idea that every supply you
need is available in Tai Loy. The results were
extremely positive. Last year Tai Loy’s revenues
increased by 50%.

Recently they realized they needed a complete
overhaul of their identity because of the threat of
the arrival of foreign competition. The new identity
had to be entertaining and fun and it had to deliver
the promise of a one-stop shop where you can find
all the supplies you need.

BRIEF

At Tai Loy we determined that we needed a significant change in our identity with the objective of becoming
the first and best stationery chain store in Peru. We have been leaders in the wholesale market for years, but
we required a strong positioning in the retail market. This meant relaunching our brand with a new identity
based on an attractive, modern and friendly approach. The results were overwhelmingly positive. Our total
sales in the retail market, 15 months after the relaunching, have grown 155% and our same store sales 73%.
A recently done qualitative study confirms that we have reached our desired positioning. — Mercedes
Cárdenas, marketing manager of Tai Loy
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PROFESSIONAL

Basic Identity
Account D irector

Claudia Boggio
Account M anager

Maria Alejandra
Barrientos
D esign D irector

Alfredo Burga
D esigner

Fiorella Dentone

Watermark

by Moving Brands

The women’s leadership forum Watermark
(formerly Forum for Women Entrepreneurs and
Executives) launched in 1993 in the San Francisco
Bay Area, with the aim of connecting exceptional
women leaders with people and ideas that enhance
their impact on the world. Watermark fosters collaboration plus connections between its members.

Building on our brand strategy work, the concept
of “emanating” guided our visual direction. The
way a drop forms ripples in a pond, or the way a
boat causes a wake in its trail, both became strong
images to convey the sense of emanating, as well
as referencing their new name. The mark represents this sense of emanating as it grows, from
one line to four, as in a ripple effect. The brand
identity system included symbol, wordmark,
color, type, imagery, animation, and film as well
as marketing and communications plans to ensure
the correct messaging and tone of voice.

Create a new identity that would underpin
their positioning as a community of accomplished
women leaders leaving their mark on the world.
Furthermore, the identity must work to advance
their key business objectives of geographic, financial
and membership growth.

BRIEF

We at Watermark are deeply impressed by the creativity and expertise of Moving Brands. Their detailed
and astute analysis of our market, goals, and strategy yielded fresh insights into the opportunities for
building our brand. The new brand identity they created for us expresses not only the sophistication of our
membership and thought-leading programs, but also the enduring, emotional bonds that we forge among
our community. And their vision for how our brand could play in the “moving” world was built into the
very heart of our new brand identity and continues to guide us as we grow our digital presence. I have and
continue to highly recommend the creative, strategic, and professional team at Moving Brands as a fantastic
branding partner. — W e n dy B e e c h a m , CEO o f Wat e r m a rk
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Basic Identity
Creati ve Directors

Ben Wolstenholme
James Bull
D esign D irector

Lisa Smith
Project M anager

Laura Bzdek
D esigner

Marian Chiao
Strategist

Camilla Grey

James Newman

by Takt Studio

A freelance photographer specializing in architecture
and still life. He has a high level of professionalism
and bold personality that creates his strong point
of difference.

James’ bold personality lead to a strong identity.
Supported by elegant graphic elements. Folios
were printed as A3 books to communicate the dark
mood in the work and distinguish James’ folios
from other photographers. These were cheaper to
produce and gave a big impact. A graphic concept
was created to group work. Studio work (inside)
was displayed on black, while location work (outside) was displayed on white.

Create a brand that is unmistakably James
Newman to capture the attention of art directors
and designers within advertising and design
agencies. The brief required the following items
to be designed and produced within the budget:
brand identity, business card, letterhead, CD sleeve,
website, portfolios, and promotional flyers.

BRIEF

I wanted my new identity to be progressive and slick and reflect my strong photographic style. My expectation of the process was easily met, and often exceeded. The design team always brought different ideas and
solutions to the table and the outcome gave me a distinctive looking brand and folio. — James Newman
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PROFESSIONAL

Basic Identity
D esigner

Tait Oosthuizen

The People’s Supermarket

by Unreal

A community-based shop that is managed and
owned by members and open to all. It’s situated on
Lamb’s Conduit St, London WC1 and takes its format
from the popular co-operative “Park Slope Food
Coop” in Brooklyn, NY.

The identity is based on the “Euroslot,” the
hole punched at the top of numerous packaged
products around the world. The Euroslot is an
iconic retail symbol. It represents a wholesome,
independent, classic shopping experience which
is similar to what The People’s Supermarket is
trying to achieve. The completed project is friendly,
bold and straightforward, always appearing in
two colors. The strong use of yellow represents the
color of t-shirts which members are given when
they join. In addition, a sub-brand for The People’s
Kitchen was also created.

After approaching the Supermarket to design
some launch posters, we were tasked with developing the brand, which needed to reflect the co-op’s
core values of being communal, affordable and
democratic without appearing too virtuous or elitist.
A full identity program was required including logo,
stationery suite, advertising, packaging and brand
guidelines. As the organization is not-for-profit
and production budgets are consistently low, the
designs needed to be simple to implement. As a
result, much of the packaging and print material
needed to be produced in-house.

BRIEF

The People’s Supermarket’s bold ambition is to use an existing commercial model — the supermarket —
and create a vibrant inclusive food-centered community store. Our brand needed to reflect that and be fully
accessible, able to work within a simple color palette, be easily implementable by volunteers, and flexible.
Working with only white and yellow paper, black ink and a Euroslot hole punch, we are able to produce
in-house a consistent, instantly recognized branded product or communication. Enabling our members
to be fully involved in the creation of visual representation of the supermarket. — Kate B ull, manager of
The P eop l e ’ s S u p e r m a rke t
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Comprehensive
D esigners

Ryan Tym
Liana Zammitt
Photography

Haarala Hamilton

NHN

by NHN

The world’s fifth largest search engine and the
most representative internet portal website in
Korea. The company releases dozens of new
services, and updates its services hundreds of
times every year to continue to innovate, and
provide better experiences.

NHN defined its value in a single word, “CONNECT.”
The company designed a simple logo to highlight
the “CONNECT” concept just by slightly separating
each stroke of the characters, “NHN,” not devising
another symbol. The “CONNECT” philosophy,
which means connecting “person to person,”
“information to information” and “past to future”
is manifested in the designs of basic items,
including the business card. In particular, the
philosophy is well applied to the NHN’s newly
built company building as a space design concept.
Consequently, people sharing the space experience
the concept of “CONNECT” as natural as “culture.”

NHN, the largest internet company in Korea
with only 10 years of history, did not want its identity defined in a specific form or color, as in the
cases of most corporations, but wanted its identity
to be a lasting “concept” that will be alive among
the members of the company. Amidst the rapidly
changing business environment where the company
has grown 172 times bigger in size in just 10 years,
NHN has recognized the importance of having its
own identity system that is completely different
from the past, and that is both clear and flexible
in order to maintain the corporate philosophy
and identity.

BRIEF

Unlike other companies whose corporate name and brand are equally recognized, the brands NHN provides
were more widely recognized among the public compared than the name itself. Therefore, instead of promoting
NHN itself, we put more emphasis on disseminating the ultimate value of NHN’s brands. We came to acquire
the answer from the word ‘CONNECT.’ The corporate identity of NHN was finally created with an emphasis
on spreading the true value of the business NHN provides rather than merely giving an aesthetic change in
design to keep up with a recent trend. This effort eventually provided an opportunity for NHN to promote
corporate culture and the philosophy NHN values. — J o H a n g S o o, c r e at iv e director of NHN
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Comprehensive
Head of mar keting

Joh Su Yong
Creati ve director

Jo Hang Soo
Art director

Kim Hyoung Woo
Graphic designers

Kim Myung Soo
Oh Won Jin
Kim Hae Sung

All About Tea

by Moving Brands

An expert wholesale tea distributor based in
Portsmouth, UK. They source their tea from remote
regions, to bring the best of the world’s flavors to
a global audience. Their offer extends from classic
varieties to specialist blends. Their ambition was
to hone their wholesale offer.

Our assessment of All About Tea brought to light
the company’s inherently metronomic delivery,
the quality and rigor of their service and products,
and their unparalleled passion for tea. We wanted
to bring this story and way of operating to the
forefront with their new identity. The mark represents the process of making tea; the blending and
the straining. The shape of the mark references a
seal or stamp and is used in this way as a stamp
of quality across the various applications. In all
print materials these dots are laser-cut, inspired
by the factory elements and tools involved in the
making and distribution of tea.

Create a new identity that would stand out
in a “sea of sameness.” The identity needed to work
effectively across their existing wholesale market,
and enable them to grow into retail channels. It
was also vital to communicate the founder’s passion
for the art and intricacies of tea.

BRIEF

Since implementing the new identity we have literally not been able to keep up with the increased interest
from new customers. The new website and packaging seems to have caught the imagination of a market
tired of the same old design clichés in the tea sector. The process has been transformational for us. Moving
Brands have brought a butterfly out of the chrysalis. — An d r e w G a ds d e n , p r oprietor of All A bout T ea
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Comprehensive
Creati ve Director

Ben Wolstenholme
Project manager

Graves Englund
D esigner

Marian Chiao
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Submissions

8

U.S. students

Winners

20%
Acceptance rate

1

3

International student

Most selections: The University
of Central Oklahoma, Department of Design

The Logo category also dominated the Student level but, unlike their
professional counterparts, neither the entries nor the winners made
a significant impression on the judges. Nonetheless, the discussion
182

around the Best of Category was remarkably impassioned, and because
these alternatives to real-world brands Bosch and Tom’s of Maine were
so stylistically different yet equally effective, the judges decided to
offer a tie and reward both students.

j udges’ comme n ts
on best of cat e g o ry

The execution of the Bosch logo is carried out
perfectly. The drawing is of very great quality
and the cut on the letters brings modernity to
an old mark. — Cl au d i n e F é l i x- Ja n n e au
Bosch does with angular cuts what Tom’s does
with a pinch. — J e n n i f e r K i n o n

The Bosch logo is intriguing because it uses the
vernacular of Fraktur typefaces (broken type) but
rendered in a more contemporary way. It implies
the “German” engineering of Bosch products and
has more character than the rather bland logo
Bosch is using at present.
The redesign of Tom’s projects the very “green”
and nature-related products of the company.
It looks friendly. I enjoyed the way the designer
re-appropriated the leaf shape in the apostrophe.
A memorable mark. — Steff Geissbuhler

Best of
Category

Bosch

by Stephen Menton

Manufacturer of cutting-edge power tools for both
amateurs and professionals.

The wordmark is based on an underlying
isometric grid that forms hexagonal shapes for
the letterforms. It is meant to convey the concept
of precision cutting and strength and to evoke
the power tool visual language. The repeated
notches cut out of the top of the letters also form
the serrated edge of a saw blade. Originally a
symbol was created to accompany the wordmark,
but because power tools are known by their name
(written on the tool itself as well its accessories),
it was ultimately decided that the wordmark had
enough strength to stand on its own.

Bosch has had almost the same logo since its
founding in 1886: plain red sans serif type. They
needed something edgier and more powerful to
match the look and feel of their advanced tools.

BRIEF

Stephen went through several iterations and revisions of this mark, including sketches of force connected
symbols, but I believe this final one to be the most effective. He worked hard to make the letters consistent
and mesh together, overcoming some initial problems with the shape of the H. Overall the solution works
very well, especially when integrated with the other identity materials. — Jacob R istau, instructor at
U ni v ersi t y o f N o r t h Te xas
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Student

Logo
RANK

D esigner

Stephen Menton
I nstructor

Jacob Ristau

Best of
Category

Tom’s of Maine

by Celia Leung

Celia Leung

Founded by Tom and Kate Chappell in 1970 in
Kennebunk, Maine, Tom’s of Maine makes and sells
natural personal care products that would not
affect the environment. They are concerned about
recycling and using green materials. Their audience
is the one who believes in natural products and is
a nature lover.

Instructor

BRIEF

I decided to create a modern, natural, fresh, and
cordial image for the new line of Tom’s of Maine
in order to attract a younger group of consumers.
The name of the new line is simply called “tom’s,”
which not only was inherited from the original
name but also sounds simple and direct, modern
and confident by shortening it. For the logo, I
simplified it by using only the “t” and apostrophe
inside the logo, and I picked small capital letters
for the name in order to create a more friendly
and cordial feeling.
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Student

Logo
RANK

Designer

Hunter Wimmer

Create a new line and new image to attract
a younger group of audience and generation. The
design needed to be based on their existing idea,
that business can be both profitable and socially
and environmentally sensitive.

The strength of Celia’s rebranding for Tom’s is in the logos not chosen for final development. While everyone
gets lucky from time to time with a cute doodle, Celia’s final mark for Tom’s was one of more than a half-dozen
A-quality marks. She took this notion and included a not-often-seen “behind the scenes” approach to the
idea of showing the final mark — showing the ones on the cutting-room floor first. This was a brilliant
move, as it gives her the chance to show a potential employer that she can think divergently and create more
than one excellent final product. She continued by exploring new products, services, and environments for
Tom’s that still keep the “grassroots” feel of the brand but update it beyond the current “1980s-natural”
look-and-feel. — H u n t e r W i m m e r , i n st r u c to r at Ac a d e my of Art Uni v ersity

Shoot! The Online Guide
for Shotgun Weddings
A hypothetical online wedding guide for the
unexpectedly expecting. Shoot helps you prepare
your wedding in an accelerated timeframe, helping
you get married before the bride starts showing,
while simultaneously helping you prepare for your
new baby.
Create an identity that is playful and humorous, poking fun at the situation, while maintaining
sensitivity.

by Trent Edwards
The combination of the engagement ring and rifle
crosshairs in the icon of the logo was the perfect
blend of classic wedding iconography and humor.
The color selection and simple flourishes hint at a
Victorian style commonly associated with weddings,
while the line quality and use of Neutraface keep
a fresh, modern, and romantic quality.
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Student

Logo
RANK

D esigner

Trent Edwards

BRIEF

A logo for a shotgun bridal guide website could easily descend into tastelessness, but Trent’s concept is both
sophisticated and beautifully executed. The company name that Trent developed—Shoot!— is a witty play
on words, and his combination of the crosshairs with the engagement ring is a clever combination to match.
The mark is upscale enough to appeal to a bride-to-be, while still maintaining an appropriately understated
sense of humor and edge. — Pau l K e p p l e , i n st r u c to r at Ty l e r Sc h o o l o f A r t, Temple U niv ersity

I nstructor

Paul Kepple

Guthrie Inns

by Brandon Land

Logo

A series of small, restored Victorian hotels in
Guthrie, Oklahoma.

RANK

BRIEF

Guthrie was the first capital of Oklahoma and
boasts one of the largest concentrations of Victorian
architecture in the state, but over the years it has
fallen into disrepair. Guthrie Inns is working hard
to restore many of the old buildings to their former
glory. In this logo I wanted to symbolize the
restoration of the city, to communicate that light
is being restored to the old buildings without the
loss of their nostalgic aesthetic.
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Student

Designer

Brandon Land
Instructor

Amy M. Johnson

A logo that would communicate the aesthetic
of the interior and exterior architecture of their
hotels. The mark needed to be iconic and modernly
Victorian in sensibility.

Brandon is a strong illustrator who explores shapes, intersections, and interactions of letterforms in almost
all of his work. He is a prolific sketcher, and his notebooks are fascinating to look through during critique.
His ability to smoothly and powerfully combine image and letterforms is showcased in this logo. In doing
so Brandon was able to create a strong modern symbol that still pays homage to Guthrie’s Victorian past.
— A m y M . J o h n s o n , d i r e c to r o f C lo cktow e r St u d i o at The U niversity of C entral Oklahoma

Protest Lab

by Yisak Kuo

A conceptual prototype website, and it can be
applied as a kind of distributing tool and visual
guideline for all protesters to build up their protest
websites according to their own issues.

The concept of Protest Lab’s logo is a straightforward design of symbolic impression: fist equals
protest and beaker equals lab.

BRIEF

Create a logo for a new venture.

Yisak developed this logo as part of the development of a much larger thesis project. He conceptualized
the organization and the web application, which essentially served as his client. He developed a number
of unique approaches to the mark that explored different symbols that connected well to his project. He
ultimately landed on this final direction, which he then spent some time refining to be incorporated into his
final project. He used this mark as a design element, and it strongly influenced the look and feel of his final
web application. — Er i c O’ To o le , i n st r u c to r at P r at t I n st i t u t e
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Logo
RANK

D esigner

Yisak Kuo
I nstructor

Eric O’Toole
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Logo
RANK

Designer

Alan Dubinsky

Ooligan Press

by Alan Dubinsky

A general trade publisher rooted in the rich literary
tradition of the Pacific Northwest. Founded in 2001,
Ooligan is a teaching press dedicated to the art and
craft of publishing. Affiliated with Portland State
University, the press is staffed by students pursuing
master’s degrees in an apprenticeship program
under the guidance of a core faculty of publishing
professionals.

The previous logo was an illustration of a fish;
“ooligan” is a native term for what is also called a
candlefish. Overwhelming opinion in our student
survey made it clear that any variation on a fish
would not be welcomed; everyone was pretty over
it. The hook represents Ooligan’s confidence in the
works we produce. I needed to consider the logo’s
many uses and wanted something that would be
easily recognizable with and without the press’
name attached and that would work especially
well on a book spine, as spine out is typically how
the majority of books are displayed. The hook fit
this criteria well. My fellow (h)Ooligans are quite
stoked, and I’m glad to have had this opportunity.

Instructor

Abbey Gaterud

After surveying the students in the program
regarding our branding, design submissions were
called for. Logos were selected through a democratic
process within Ooligan’s Design workgroup, with the
top three being presented to a press-wide meeting
where the final votes were given and tallied. The
greatest challenge is pleasing every individual in
such a large group. Luckily, only a majority approval
was necessary.

BRIEF

The Ooligan Press logo design needed to be iconic, consistent with our “creation myth,” and contemporary.
Alan’s design hit all those marks, firmly grounding Ooligan in the spirit of the Pacific Northwest and its
history. A classic image and a classic typeface give weight to an otherwise sleek and friendly illustration.
— A b b e y G at e r u d, i n st r u c to r at P o r t l a n d Stat e U n iv e rsity

Kranji Countryside Association by Ian Chua
They are a group of farmers who wanted to save
Singapore’s last piece of land for nature. This piece
of land will be developed for agritainment purposes. They are located in the northwest region of
Singapore. Their main target audience are tourists
and also families living in Singapore.

Our concept is to show the rawness of the place.
The word “raw” means to make use of our five
senses to see the place in a whole new perspective.
This way it attracts people to interact with nature
and gain knowledge faster and in a fun way.

Create a logo, stationery and bus design to
attract people to come to the farm. To portray the
rawness of Kranji Countryside as a theme. We
needed to create interesting and suitable design and
colors to inform the logo and collateral materials
that suit the place and the environment.

BRIEF

This logo is unique in its own way as it brought out the natural essence of the countryside into the realms
of design. Using their concept of “even birds land here” to create the main shape of the logo was wonderful.
With creating a path hidden in the logo, it also nicely represented the Kranji Countryside, as they wanted,
as a getaway. — C h a r l e s L e e S o o n J i n n , i n st r u c to r at N a n ya n g P o ly t e c h n i c
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D esigners

Ong Gek Han
Charmaine Lam
Xin Yi
Teo Wen Jian
Chua Han Pin Ian
I nstructor

Charles Lee Soon
Jinn
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Logo

Laughing Rabbit Soap Company by Alicia Hugo
A small family-owned soap company in Oklahoma.
They create handmade soaps and bath salts using
only natural ingredients.

RANK

Design a logo that would appeal to a broad
cross-section of people. The logo needed to be
cute with a quirky charm and be easy to reproduce
using only a consumer-quality inkjet printer.

BRIEF
Designer

Alicia Hugo

This logo uses facial expression and hand-drawn
line quality to charm and attract potential
buyers. It is easily printed and holds its quality
when printed on an inkjet. The color of the bunny
is easily changed to accommodate different
scents and paper colors. By designing the rabbit
to use minimal tone, the goal of low-cost color
was achieved.

Instructor

Amy M. Johnson

Alicia’s illustration style seemed perfect for this project; it’s charming and sweet without being childlike.
Her process and exploration of the design and illustration was deep and rather relentless as many, many
bunnies were drawn and discarded along with numerous hand-drawn letterforms. Alicia is a quiet perfectionist, and this is reflected in the whimsical precision of her line quality, composition, color choice, and
typography. — Am y M. J o h n s o n , d i r e c to r o f C lo cktow er Studio at T he U niversity of C entral Oklahoma

In the Woods Ridgebacks

by Aide Gonzales

A breeder of Rhodesian Ridgebacks, located in
central Oklahoma.

This design combined the need to visually
represent the particular breed of dog and the
large wooded estate they are raised on into one
unified iconic form. A single color was chosen to
accommodate the need to apply the logo onto many
applications in a cost-effective manner. The logo
has an organic and delicate feel, both important
attributes for the client.

A logo that would communicate the characteristics of the breed and the spacious natural
wooded estate where they are raised.

BRIEF
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Logo
RANK

D esigner

Aide Gonzales
I nstructor

The success of Aide Gonzales’s solution for In The Woods Ridgebacks is that she arrived at a sophisticated
logo that has many levels of meaning and is yet very simple. She combined the forms of a Ridgeback
dog and a leaf very elegantly giving the client an original, unique and timeless logo. — R ukmini Ravikumar,
instructo r at Th e U n i v e r s i t y o f C e n t r a l Ok l a h o m a

Rukmini Ravikumar

LE VEL
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Logo and Identity
Animations
CATEGORY

figures and
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12 5
Submissions

Winners

1

4

U.S. student

41%
Acceptance rate

International students

4

Most selections: Nanyang Polytechnic

In contrast to the Professional level the logo and identity animation
192

entries from students were lengthier explorations, time wise, that
challenged students to tell short stories through animation. The
majority of the entries were illustrative but it was the 3D-based
animation for POM Wonderful, with its swirling pomegranate juice
filling in the heart portion of the company’s well-known logo that
impressed judges the most — especially Claudine, who was the only
one to select a Student level entry as her Judge’s Pick.

j udges’ comme n ts
on best of cat e g o ry

This relatively simple but beautiful and fluid animation, accompanied by classic baroque music,
looks and feels natural and healthy. The culmination at the end with filling up the heart and logo
is brilliantly done. Bravo. — St e f f G e i ss b u h l e r
A great idea that is well-executed. POM will be calling. —

Jennifer Kinon

Best of
Category

POM Wonderful

by Jessica Huang

A producer of pomegranates and pomegranatebased products, POM prides itself on its ability to
keep the heart healthy with its beverages. POM’s
audience encompasses young and elderly alike,
especially those who believe in the importance of
everyday health and wellness.

This spot emphasizes how POM is good for the
body and specifically the heart. Inspired by scientific diagrams of bodies and their digestive tracts,
a “person” takes a sip of POM juice and we see it
travel down a swirly straw, a playful representation
of an esophagus, and it continues right into the
heart, which reveals “O” in the POM logotype.

The biggest challenge of this assignment
was to think of a nonconventional way to represent
the chosen product. In this case, the focus was on
avoiding depicting actual pomegranates and also
live footage, to illustrate the spirit and idea behind
POM, while also creating an unexpected and memorable anecdote.
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RANK

D esigner, Animator

Jessica Huang

BRIEF

Jessica did a great job not getting caught up in the technical side of design. She started off by making
beautiful boards that told a simple, graceful story, then revised and took them down to only the essential
elements. Once she got into animation, she could have started by making RealFlow fluid simulations, but
instead she chose to explore a “graphic” technique. This graphic technique set her design apart from the
rest of her class, and it truly gave her something special. She used her beautiful boards as a road map for
her animation and furthered the end tag with simple editorial and sound design. Overall she did a great
job. — B r a d T u cke r , i n st r u c to r at Ca l i f o r n i a I n st i t u t e o f t h e A r ts

I nstructor

Brad Tucker

The Singapore Youth Olympic
Games Organizing Committee
The Singapore Youth Olympic Games Organizing
Committee is committed to make the first-ever
Youth Olympic Games a success.
We proposed to do a television identity for
the Youth Olympic games channel. The challenge is
that this would be the first time this global event
has ever been held. Targeting youth, we need to
speak to people worldwide, especially teenagers.

BRIEF

by Longfei Zhang
The concept is “Come together to Singapore for
one passion, the enjoyment and fun of sports.”
To enjoy the benefits of sports, to celebrate
sportsmanship and friendship. We used pixels to
form different categories of sports. The animation
transfers from one sport to another, and finally
they come together and form the logo.

The Youth Olympic channel animation done by Zhang Longfei was greatly appropriate. It portrayed the
fluidity and the vibrancy of the Olympic spirit in a way that suited well for the youths, making use of “pixels.”
Injecting life into the pixels, which symbolized the new generation and each individual youth from different
parts of the world. In addition, the design was able to play with the original shapes from the logo and was
created with great transitions. — Ch a r l e s L e e So o n J i n n , i n st r u c to r at N a n yang Polytechnic
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Zed Academy

by Hazel Lee, Fidy, and Qing he

Zed Academy prepares students for the clients
and work culture unique to Wunderman. In this
apprenticeship, Zed students work on real projects
with clients.

Zed Academy is an internship program that
provides unique opportunity for one to go overseas to learn and to meet new people. The dots
represent us and the people all over the world.
The lines represent the connection between us,
the creative people.

The animation should serve as a vehicle to
express the personality of the Zed Academy, while
at the same time demonstrating the technical skill,
digital mindset, and creative ability of Wunderman,
the agency behind the project. The program is
designed to be enjoyable, educational, and professionally rewarding. Above all, students will walk
away with a great experience, new friends, new
skills, and potentially a full-time position.

BRIEF

The strategy in creating Zed Academy into a global branding with a simple concept of connecting the
creative individuals all over the world together is a direct and yet effective way to communicate the brand
identity that appeals to the global audience. The team made use of a basic visual component: dots connecting
lines, forming planes into geometry to represent the complexity of human networks all over the world. The
colors, movements, and rhythms depict the vibrancy of life in the various cities coming together to form
Zed Academy. This cleverly creates an analogy between basis of design and our life. The visual treatment
reflects the right tone of voice and brand personality. — Sh e r ly n Ta n g , i n st r uctor at Nanyang Polytechnic
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Reverie

by Lee Yi Wen

A channel catering to female viewers, ages 17–28,
with the main focus on imagination and fantasy
movies.

I explored different references and ideas for
dreams and imagination of women, and finally
came up with the logo, a woman on a swing, that
ultimately could directly translate the dreamy,
fantasy, and imaginative channel identity that
my concept for the channel was based on. The
tagline I came up with is “Where Dreams Come
Alive,” which highlights how this channel could
fulfill women’s fantasies and imagination.

The assignment was to do a complete branding
— from concept, to design, to animation — of a
fictional television channel.

BRIEF

The project meant to introduce students to channel identity and branding. We wanted creative experimentation, by not restricting students to a specific channel for rebranding, so that they could create what they felt
most suitable for their channels. Throughout the process of creating a logo for her channel, my student made
many changes and edits. And finally, instead of shapes/type that most channels used for their logos, she
used a silhouette of a girl on a swing, which I felt was an interesting, fresh and unique concept that was a
good representation of her channel, Reverie. — Ch a r l e s L e e So o n J i n n , i n st r u ctor at Nanyang Polytechnic
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Zed Academy

by Jasmine Thian, Koh Guixin,
and Randy Toh

A unique apprentice-style program designed
to completely immerse students in the real-life
culture of a world-class global digital advertising
agency. Students were sent to various locations
around the world and get to work with talented
professionals on live projects for real global clients.

This promotional clip aims at creating a fun and
youthful image of Zed Academy. It allows one to
step into another world and think out of the box.
At the same time, meeting new people who share
the same passion.

The animation should serve as a vehicle to
express the personality of the Zed Academy, while
at the same time demonstrating the technical skill,
digital mindset, and creative ability of Wunderman,
the agency behind the project. The program is
designed to be enjoyable, educational, and professionally rewarding. Above all, students will walk
away with a great experience, new friends, new
skills, and potentially a full-time position.

BRIEF

The strategy anchors at creating a consistently fun, exciting, and youthful tone, adhering to the brand
personality appealing to the creative individual. It projects a positive motivation, encouraging creative
imagination and selling the key idea to dream big with Zed Academy. The message is effectively communicated
with a whimsical sense of humor. — Sh e r ly n Ta n g , i n st r u c to r at N a n ya n g P o lytechnic
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It would be easy to think that students would not yet have the mettle,
204

knowledge, or experience to imagine and execute a fictional comprehensive identity program, yet the entries for this category displayed
a tremendous grasp on the complexities and breadth of scope that
these kind of projects demand. The judges were genuinely mesmerized
by these efforts, and it was the re-imagining of what firearm brand
Colt could be that satisfied them the most as a representative of the
potential that these students have in the identity industry.

j udges’ comme n ts
on best of cat e g o ry

This redesign is very well done. It looks like it
has been around for a long time. The combination
of type and image is totally natural and forms a
perfect unit. — St e f f G e i ss b u h l e r

I’m embarrassed to say that I did not know
Colt made guns, but I saw this and knew it was
a masculine, metal-y and aggressive brand.
— Jennifer Kinon

This is carried out perfectly. The elegance of the drawing confers on the mark a feeling of continuation and
quality. By keeping the horse element of illustration but preserving only the head, the symbol is poised and
is there to last a long time. The drawing of the letters makes it contemporary. — C laudine Félix-Janneau

Best of
Category

Colt Firearms

by Astra Sodarsono

The Colt brand is associated with the taming of
the Wild West and revolutionizing 19th-century
manufacturing. Colt was a leader in firearms
manufacturing, and the name conjures up images
of power, courage, and innovation.

Colt’s new direction is inspired by its celebrated
founder, Sam Colt, an innovator who wouldn’t
take no for an answer. He was also one of the
wealthiest and most influential men of his era.
Colt’s new mission is to instill power, confidence,
and innovation from within. Our goal is to transform you into an exceptional man, like Sam Colt.
I wanted to communicate power, elegance, and
innovation, while giving tribute to Colt’s historical
significance. The blackletter logotype is an homage
to the Colt name’s English origins.

In recent times, the Colt brand has lost its
relevancy, and their products have simply become
imitations of older models and far from innovative.
The challenge was to breathe new life into the
brand and to restore the brand’s former glory as
it moves toward a new direction.

BRIEF

Astra’s vision for Colt was a brave one. He wanted to take an arms manufacturer and transition it to a
lifestyle brand. He did this well — and the place that this is embodied best is through the narrative of the
brand book itself. He casts Samuel Colt as a hero and an innovator — both industrially and culturally (“Abe
Lincoln may have freed all men, but Sam Colt made them equal.”). Lots of research went into the creation
of the robust narrative, which almost overshadows the already fantastic mark he created of the stallion’s
silhouette. It at once looks bold and free as well as stoic, statuesque, and chess-piece-like (alluding to
the fact that one can be bold but, at the same time, a strategic player in a complex game). The type and icon
in the mark itself was a product of weeks of fine tuning and hand lettering. The overall tone of the book is
very classic — pointing to vintage-esque type and a subdued color palette. — Hunter W immer, instructor at
Academy o f A r t U n i v e r s i t y
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Chemex

by Hamish Haydon

A coffeemaker whereby the coffee comes in contact
only with the scientifically designed filter and
nonporous glass. The target market is sophisticated,
smart coffee connoisseurs who enjoy gourmet food
and art.

The logotype is heavily influenced by designs
reminiscent of those from the 1940s and 1960s. The
raised M in “Chemex” alludes to the coned filter
system. The illustration style of the supporting
collateral is a nod to the structure of the periodic
table. The color palette is conservative and drawn
from the materials used in the Chemex product
itself: wood, glass, rawhide, and coffee. It brings
about a natural, quiet, and sophisticated tone.

The project required a much-needed logo redesign. The coffeemaker was designed by a German
chemist in the 1940s and has earned a place in the
permanent collection of the Corning Museum of
Glass in New York State. The challenge was getting
the logo and supporting collateral to communicate
the thought of science meeting art.

BRIEF

Thomas’s strength is his aesthetic. He has a keen eye for styling and working up a design with finesse.
His strength is that he has the maturity to know when to stop, which sets him apart from his classmates.
This project showcases his unique and quirky point of view successfully. The decision to use retro-styled
typography and illustration with a modern flavor somehow adds an idiosyncratic charm that makes this
project so endearing. — P e n n y D o m b r osk i , t u to r , a n d N i c k Ko n i n g s , g r a p h i c design course leader of M edia
Design Sc h o o l
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Republic Airlines

by Andrea C. Gill

The largest broker of private jets for hire, under
Part 135 of the Federal Aviation Regulations, offering its clientele unparalleled service and the
ultimate in luxury and convenience.

The concept is “Golden Wings.” A standard of
excellence and great service, with timeless design.
Using minimal color to brand the whole airline.
Hundreds of sketches to configure the user experience for the iPad and iPhone apps.

Create an identity that includes stationery;
aircraft and vehicle livery; safety emergency
pamphlets; signage and environment design;
boarding passes; employee uniforms; luggage,
passport wallet, and tags (accessories); credit card;
web design; and iPhone and iPad apps.

BRIEF

A letterform was transformed into a wing to signify flight. The simplicity of form, the initial design, and
how the signet was applied to all the relevant elements are what make this identity program a success.
The effective use of color in all the various applications was also well considered. — Peter Wong, instructor
at Savan n a h Co l l e g e o f A r t a n d De s i g n
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Tampa Bay Lightning

by Shannon Hartmark and Spencer Bigum

A professional sports organization that plays hockey
for the NHL in Tampa Bay, FL. Their audience is
primarily people 18 to 55 years old who are Tampa
Bay sports enthusiasts but extends to all sports and
hockey fans throughout the world.

Our process was informed by research of Tampa
Bay’s culture, history, and people as well as NHL
history, specifically the Original 6. Our concept
was to create an epic myth that tells the story of
how hockey came to southern Florida. A story that
children grow up with and captures the elusive
fan. Created was the god of lightning and sea who
came from the north and settled in a land where
lightning battles the waves, freezing the water
with his lightning trident. He created a team of
athletes, rulers of lightning and masters of the
frozen water.

A design strategy that increases brand revenue
through ticket sales, merchandise, and sponsorships.
The challenges faced were designing for a nontraditional team in a nontraditional market.

BRIEF

Shannon and Spencer undertook an exhaustive research process as part of this Tampa Bay Lightning
project. Their task was not inconsiderable: how do you make a compelling presentation of a product that is
a cultural anomaly AND is yet one more entry in an already crowded regional entertainment market? The
scope of their research and exploration allowed them to develop a creative solution that was bold, unique,
and grounded in the practical challenges of the assignment. Congratulations to them both for a job very
well done. — J o h n Ha r t w e l l , i n st r u c to r at P o r t f o l i o C e n t e r
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Pawsh

by Jenny Chung

An upscale pet boutique that sells clothes and accessories for animals. The demographic is slightly
targeted towards women in the 20 to 60 age group.
They are pet lovers and appreciate fashion. They
have an eye for good design and are sensitive to
premium designer brands.

I used subtle visual cues from luxury brands,
namely color, white space, symbols, and pattern to
create an aspirational-looking identity that would
align with the Pawsh target market. It aimed to
communicate a mixture of fun and modernity
with luxurious undertones.

The project required the brand to have a
fun yet luxury look and feel. The challenge was
to appeal to women without isolating men and to
mix humor with quality. It was important that the
overriding message be that the brand experience
was luxurious and felt expensive.
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Jenny Chung

BRIEF

I was impressed with Jenny’s investigation into print processes. Her mock-ups for this project were impeccable;
she really went the extra mile and it paid off. She got items engraved and business cards were die-cut with a
subtle spot UV. She really had an eye for detail, with bone-shaped handles on her packaging and patterned
tissue paper. She managed to communicate a playful take on a high-end brand without devaluing the
overall look and feel. — P e n n y D o m b r osk i , t u to r , a n d N i c k Ko n i n g s , g r a p h i c design course leader of M edia
Design S c h o o l

I nstructors

Penny Dombroski
Tamara Nyholt
Mark Queenin

Ecohabit

by Stephanie Tan

Manufacturers of eco-friendly, plant-based
household cleaning agents. Their audience are
predominately females 30 to 50 years old, probably
with young families who are in a higher salary
bracket. They are responsible for cleaning duties
and have a concern for keeping the earth green for
future generations.

The logotype has a sensitivity to it, in that it
feels organic and sweet, with the soft undulating
curves and lowercase treatment. By using just
two colors on the packaging, the products look
deceptively inexpensive and eco-friendly by not
appearing wasteful or extravagant. The white
space feels clean and modern, and the supporting
italicized serif type gives an air of elegance. The
quirky illustrations bring a smile to your face yet
have a gentleness and whimsy in the line and
subject matter. The logotype and elements feel like
they’re working harmoniously to communicate an
overriding environmentally friendly message.

The challenge was to communicate an ecofriendly look and feel that looked clean, natural,
positive, and friendly, with a lighthearted twist.
The other challenge was that the products and logo
needed to primarily appeal to women who would
rather spend a little more on a product, knowing it
would be beneficial in the future to their children.

BRIEF

Stephanie’s design process was always heavily documented in the form of loose sketches right through to
the polished product. Her journals were stunning. She stood out early on with her sensitivity to typography
and diverse illustrative style, which is showcased nicely in this project. She always stayed true to herself
in the design process and added her trademark whimsy to every assignment. I think this project somehow
embodies all the great things about Stephanie. — Pe n n y D o m b r osk i , t u to r , a nd Nic k Konings, graphic design
course l e a d e r o f M e d i a D e s i g n S c h o o l
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Azure

by Thomas Lawlor

Makers of organic pine nut butter for boutique
and gourmet food suppliers. The target audience
are lovers of fine food. They enjoy dining out at
expensive restaurants, cooking, and entertaining
at home with friends. The price point dictates the
demographic to be skewed toward professional
people with disposable incomes.

The 1950s style of illustration, vivid neutral color
palette, diagonal treatment of the type, and font
choices unify the identity and give the product
its retro charm. It maintains a cool, restrained
balance that gently nods to the 50s without looking
old-fashioned.

In order to sit comfortably in the boutique
food market, the aim was to design a logo and
packaging that had some retro cool appeal, communicating “heritage” while maintaining a modern
look and feel at the same time.

BRIEF

Hamish’s project was successful in that he managed to communicate the fusion of science and art to a
sophisticated target market. Hamish used a restrained color palette and a clever and stylized illustration
style that had a textural quality to it. The illustration style carried through sculpturally into the die cut of
the box. All these elements alluded to the chemical processes of the product, appealing to the sensibilities
of the target market and their interest in book smart subjects. — Pe n n y D o m b roski, tutor, and Nic k Konings,
graphic d e s i g n co u r s e l e a d e r o f M e d i a D e s i g n S c h o o l
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Southern Soap Works

by Andrea C. Gill

A boutique Soap Company. A mix between an upscale
Manhattan loft and the production line of a factory,
the soap company is like a “drop-in spa.” Small
indulgences, self-pampering, and the seemingly lost
art of fragrance. With 200 fragrances to choose from,
customers can create their own dream blend of soap
and spa products.

The concept was Japanese Art Deco. The inspiration
of koi fish and the architecture of the Art Deco
era. Bright colors and clean lines. There were
more than 100 sketches for the identity and more
than 200 color selections for the whole identity.

Create an identity that includes stationery,
packaging design, environmental design, and
web design.

BRIEF

A company started in the south with roots in Miami was the beginning of the conversation that led to the
look of the company’s identity. The vibrant use of color and the influence of Art Deco architecture created
an appropriate context for the elements in the project. All the applications of the identity were well resolved
and detailed, from the printed matter to the website. — Pe t e r Wo n g , i n st r u c tor at Savannah College of
A rt and D e s i g n
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Neue Galerie New York

by Yooin Cho

A museum in New York, NY, devoted to early
twentieth-century Austrian and German art and
design.

The inspiration for the identity is the fine art of
the period. The color palette of the elements can
be changed to fit every new exhibit.
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Design a new identity for the Neue Galerie,
including the following elements: tickets, brochures,
tote bags, note pads, and a banner for the outside
of the building.

BRIEF

The Neue Galerie in New York of early twentieth-century German/Austrian Art is part of the prestigious
and highly coveted Museum Mile on the Upper East Side of Manhattan. This was a highly challenging identity project because of the specificity of the museum’s mission and collection. Early in the process, Yooin was
inspired by an iconic piece from the collection: The Kiss, by Gustav Klimt, which features highly abstracted
colors and figures. Using the abstraction of color and form as a platform, Yooin developed a modular identity
to extract color from individual items in the collection to brand sub-collections or specific exhibitions. Color
lightly embellishes the wordmark without overwhelming the work or message. Ultimately, this is an elegant
solution because the identity follows in the decorative and expressionist spirit of artists of the collection.
— Joe Ma r i a n ek , i n st r u c to r at S c h o o l o f V i s ua l A r ts

D esigner

Yooin Cho
I nstructor
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Shipley Donuts

by Dave Whitley

Since 1936, Shipley has been serving donuts in their
home-style restaurants all over the South. “Make
Life Delicious!”

Shipley restaurants are very friendly, downto-earth, and welcoming. Above all, I needed to
convey those characteristics in the rebrand. I
decided that the original “Shipley” lettering had
to be retained. This part of the logo has been
around for a long time, and it would be a shame
to lose it. The lettering was in terrible condition,
so it was cleaned up and subtly changed. Their
previous branding consisted of two very different
logos, and both were used on everything from
signage to donut boxes. I took aspects from both
and brought them together in one mark that
could work in multiple applications.

Rebrand Shipley Donuts. Start with the logo
and continue with colors, typeface choices, a letterhead package and business card. After that, cups,
boxes and icons were made.

BRIEF

In redesigning Shipley Donuts, we looked at the existing brand and tried to determine what was worth
keeping and what needed to be changed. I am proud of Dave’s assessment and solution. He kept and
polished the existing script and color palette, which were valuable components of the existing identity.
Everything else was redesigned around those basic visuals, and his final result is on a professional level
rarely seen in students. He even designed a series of icons for the restaurant that were not required for the
project. This regional donut chain would greatly benefit from Dave’s redesign. — Jude L andry, instructor
at M ississ i p p i Stat e U n i v e r s i t y
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Guideline documents are difficult enough to do when there is real
content and materials to work from. Students have to conjure up
everything from the logo to the applications to the copywriting.
The results are typically mired with Lorem Ipsum, poor stock imagery
242

selection, and uninspired layouts. Of the less than a handful guideline
documents submitted the two that were selected for inclusion rival —
in their design, writing and depth — and even surpass some of the
entries in the Professional level. With its perfectly tailored tone
of voice and brand personality, the guidelines for Ocean Pacific
impressed the judges for its clarity and execution.

j udges’ comme n ts
on best of cat e g o ry

In spite of the logo the guidelines are very professional and well laid out with a lot of research and
content. — St e f f G e i ss b u h l e r

Completely convincing. Everything from page
numbering to layout to branded content is
well developed. — Jennifer Kinon

Best of
Category

Ocean Pacific (O.P.)

by Siow Werm Goh

A private company that produces surf-related products such as apparel, swimwear, and accessories.
O.P. was the first company to successfully translate
the surfing lifestyle into a comprehensive fashion
idea by focusing on the youth scene, sports, music,
art, and fashion with beach culture.

The Ocean Pacific brand will remain a fun,
fashionable, and action-loving brand, but it has
evolved another dimension to its identity. The new
direction will not just focus on apparel and products but have a social and environmental promise
to its customers. The new O.P. is giving back to
society and the environment with experiences
that focus on environmentally friendly products,
sustainable resort and tourism, sports, nature,
and marine education as well as organization to
protect the surfers and the ocean. It will also offer
services like fundraising, beach cleanups, rescue
teams, and volunteerism.

To revitalize an ailing brand with a new
identity and potential extensions. The goal of
this course is to visually and verbally understand
identity and branding as it relates to clients’ organizational structures. Students investigate what
defines the personality, identity, and substance
of these businesses through the creation and
execution of brand and identity programs. We were
asked to create a brand manual that shows the soul
of the brand, potential audiences, possible brand
extensions for the brand to expand and, ultimately,
regain its popularity.

BRIEF

The initial drafts of the new Ocean Pacific mark were a reaffirmation for Werm that great ideas often start
as simple sketches. After thinking and planning for weeks, her first round of comps yielded a nugget — a
mash-up of swooping, organic shapes that felt like the wind, surf, and sun all wrapped up in one — and
one that everyone kept coming back to even after rounds and rounds of divergent exploration… one of
those rare “the first idea really was the best one” moments. However, not stopping there, she took that same
simple mark and must have done a hundred variations on curvature, proportion, and color to get it “just
right.” She continued on to create a very solid set of standards and brand expressions for O.P., which would
make any CEO and surf-rat happy. — H u n t e r W i m m e r , i n st r u c to r at Ac a d e m y of Art Uni v ersity
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Jeep

by Sean Chang

The oldest off-road and sport utility vehicle brand.

Jeep is not just a vehicle brand anymore. Jeep is a
life attitude — a discipline. Over the years, Jeep
has tried to provide customers the vehicles that
help them travel through the toughest roads. Now
Jeep asks them to transform this “off-road ability”
into their personal journey. In other words, Jeep
wants people to have the ability to overcome
any obstacle within their path by adapting their
movements to the environment. This can apply
to a person’s everyday life, and it can also cause
them to look at their environment differently.

Jeep’s new mission will inspire people to
experience the thrill of off-road adventure. This rebrand targets people who want to change up their
daily routine. Jeep will help make their adventures
more immediate and more captivating than ever
before. The new Jeep will encourage them to be
brave and catch any opportunity to create their
own exciting stories.

BRIEF

If you’re aware of the brand today, Jeep co-brands lunch boxes and boom-boxes — and makes terribly
inefficient cars with even worse ratings (yet still has a rabid fan base). Sean did a fantastic job in identifying
that Jeep is less about the cup-holders and sound system and more about the idea of “escape.” In a Jeep, he
envisioned a brand that enables you to go anywhere and do anything. This manifested in a mark that has
an almost animalistic feel as well as a set of deliverables that broadened Jeep’s vision — from environments
to services. The final book is a well-crafted artifact that even “feels” like the new brand, with wood elements
and a rough-hewn aesthetic (and a very light, expansive, and lovely layout). — Hunter Wimmer, instructor
at Acade m y o f A r t U n i v e r s i t y
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Miles Design 46
MNWG / Aimbush 68

P rofess i o n a l

Design Firm or Designer (continued)
Moving Brands 166, 178
Mucca Design 88
NHN 174
Noblanco 30
ONE UP 47
Oxide Design Co. 34
Pappas Group 150
Reed, Jesse 37, 74
RoAndCo Studio 136
Roothead Studios 35
Siegel+Gale 42, 76
SPIE 132
Studio Alto 45
Studioa 112

Takt Studio 168
Ted Perez + Associates 49, 84
The Ether 66
The O Group 157
thelab 21, 60, 100
Toch Studio 62
Topix Animation Studio 64
Triboro 108
Trollbäck + Company 58
Unreal 170
Wolff Olins 14, 87, 116
Yeo, Jon 158

student

Client
Azure 228
Bosch 183
Chemex 208
Colt Firearms 205
Ecohabit 224
Guthrie Inns 186
In the Woods Ridgebacks 191
Jeep 246
Kranji Countryside Association 189
Laughing Rabbit Soap Company 190
Neue Galerie New York 236
Ocean Pacific (O.P.) 243
Ooligan Press 188
Pawsh 220

POM Wonderful 193
Protest Lab 187
Republic Airlines 212
Reverie 200
Shipley Donuts 240
Shoot! An Online Guide to Shotgun
Weddings 185
Southern Soap Works 232
Tampa Bay Lightning 216
The Singapore Youth Olympic Games
Organizing Committee 196
Tom’s of Maine 184
Zed Academy 198, 202

student

Designer
Bigum, Spencer 216
Chang, Sean 246
Cho, Yooin 236
Chua, Ian 189
Chung, Jenny 220
Dubinsky, Alan 188
Edwards, Trent 185
Fidy 198
Gill, Andrea C. 212, 232
Goh, Siow Werm 243
Gonzales, Aide 191
Guixin, Koh 202
Hartmark, Shannon 216
Haydon, Hamish 208
he, Qing 198
Huang, Jessica 193

Hugo, Alicia 190
Kuo, Yisak 187
Land, Brandon 186
Lawlor, Thomas 228
Lee, Hazel 198
Leung, Celia 184
Menton, Stephen 183
Sodarsono, Astra 205
Tan, Stephanie 224
Thian, Jasmine 202
Toh, Randy 202
Whitley, Dave 240
Yi Wen, Lee 200
Zhang, Longfei 196
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Tags
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3D 62, 64, 158, 193
Advertising 220
Advocacy 166
Airline 48, 212
Animal 25, 26, 32, 33, 34, 44, 48, 49, 50, 66, 82, 190,
191, 220
Animation 158
Aqua 43
Arabic 15, 87
Art Deco 33
Arts 23, 104
Asia 15, 34, 87
Awards 132
Bakery 157
Before 25, 42, 49, 50, 132, 140, 205, 240
Beige 74, 78
Black 15, 21, 24, 25, 27, 32, 35, 37, 41, 45, 51, 87, 108, 112,
148, 162, 166, 168, 170, 178, 183, 186, 187, 188, 205,
224, 228
Blackletter 96, 183, 204
Blue 29, 42, 150, 152, 157, 174, 216, 224, 228
Brand Hierarchy 76
Brochure 92, 104, 112, 116, 140, 168, 236
Brown 36, 39, 46, 74, 185, 208, 236
Business Card 80, 174, 216
Catalog 136
Characters 30
Coaster 74
Collateral 116, 136, 140, 174
Colorful 23, 33, 47, 48, 58, 64, 88, 92, 100, 104, 116, 120,
124, 132, 145, 152, 158, 196, 232
Condensed 23, 39, 45, 170, 208, 212, 246
Consulting 43, 116
Consumer Product 27, 32, 71, 150, 160, 178

Consumer Service 22
Corporate 140, 174
Crest 50
Custom 15, 31, 34, 48, 76, 87, 88, 92, 124, 162, 174, 183,
189, 190, 205, 224
Destination 45, 92
Digital 100
Digital Agency 49, 84
Distressed 26, 36, 66, 189
Education 128
Explosion 62
Feather 45
Flexible 21, 23, 30, 68, 96, 104, 116, 128, 164
Flourish 32, 185
Food 97, 157
Globe 156
Gold 108, 136
Graphic Design Firm 24
Gray 49, 184
Green 22, 31, 44, 71, 156, 164, 189, 191
Grocer 31, 88, 156, 170
Hotel 47, 120
House 36
Icon 21, 22, 25, 26, 28, 29, 36, 43, 46, 47, 48, 51, 80, 100,
108, 132, 156, 157, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 205, 212,
216, 243
Iconography 15, 87, 140, 152, 240
Ident 53, 58, 60, 62
Illustration 198, 202
Imagery 128
Inline 44, 183
Interior Design 39
Invitation 136
Italic 42, 62, 156

P rofess i o n a l

Tags (continued)
Kids 47
Lawyers 37
Live Action 53, 158
Livery 212
Logo Animation 63, 64, 66, 68, 193, 196, 200
Matchbox 74
Menu 74, 96
Merchandise 124
Monogram 21, 40, 41, 43, 46, 74, 78, 184
Motion Graphics Firm 41
Museum 15, 87, 112, 124
Music 25, 26, 36, 51, 68, 162
Non-profit 152
On-air 53, 58, 60, 62, 100
Orange 46, 68, 71, 80, 156
Packaging 71, 108, 136, 150, 160, 170, 178, 205, 208, 220,
224, 228, 232, 240
Performance Venue 33, 36
Pharma 28, 42, 76, 148
Photographer 78, 168
Pink 157
Poster 76, 96, 124
Produce 44
Product Design Firm 30
Production Company 35, 66
Profile 35
Program 82, 132
Promotionals 15, 87, 92, 140, 162, 174, 228, 236
Purple 40, 200
Radio 82
Red 26, 28, 34, 38, 50, 78, 82, 92, 193, 240, 246
Restaurant 74, 96
Retailer 80, 136, 164
Rounded 47

Sans Serif 21, 23, 24, 27, 33, 34, 37, 39, 41, 44, 45, 47, 48,
49, 51, 53, 58, 60, 62, 71, 80, 84, 96, 100, 112, 128, 132,
145, 148, 150, 160, 166, 168, 170, 184, 185, 187, 208, 212,
220, 228, 236, 243, 246
Script 40, 44, 82, 84, 92, 190, 224, 228
Seal 49, 84, 136
Seattle 37, 38
Serif 35, 50, 78, 100, 116, 166, 186, 188, 191
Signage 15, 87, 96, 104, 112, 116, 124, 128, 164, 174, 212,
216, 232
Silver 178
Slab Serif 29, 88, 108, 120, 140
Software 46
Sports 50
Stamp 78
Stationery 15, 78, 82, 84, 87, 104, 112, 120, 136, 140, 164,
166, 168, 174, 178, 216, 220, 232, 240
Television 21, 53, 58, 60, 62, 100, 145, 158
Texture 200
Thunder 26, 66
Tickets 216, 236
Travel 34, 48, 120, 212
Tree 44
Turquoise 220
Tuscan 32, 162
Uniform 88, 212, 216
Vermont 22
Visual Effects 64, 158
Watercolor 189
Website 15, 87, 162, 166, 178, 232
Wordmark 24, 27, 30, 31, 37, 46
Wrapping 108
Yellow 62, 164, 170
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Thank You
To Neenah Paper, Mail Chimp, and Pattison Sign Group for committing to
sponsor the Special Awards and fund the sum of $9,000 that were given
to charities. Although completeley tangential to the competition, this gave
the Brand New Awards a welcome, altruistic purpose.
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To Chicago, IL-based One Design Company for providing the superb design
and development of the iPad publication of the 2010 Brand New Awards.

| CONO by Noblanco | Punto Orgánico by Infinito | MEDICOM TOY CORPORATION by House Ind

dios by Roothead Studios | Denton Domino Hall by eggnerd | Emery Reddy by Jesse Reed | A

er | Far From the Tree by Ian Jamieson | Pfizer by Siegel+Gale | Ocean Consulting Group by

y Miles Design | CoHotels by ONE UP | Nigerian Eagle Airlines by Interbrand | Ted Perez + A

Latitudes by 3 Advertising | Union Square Hospitality Group by The O Group | Independent

tena 3 TV by Toch Studio | Colr inc. by Topix Animation Studio | Schweet Entertainment by Th
| Pfizer by Siegel+Gale | Sam Tootal by Manual | GameSpark by Hyun Auh | Filarmonía by

s Por Juana by Diego Guevara | Tai Loy by Infinito | Watermark by Moving Brands | James Ne
Frank: Purveyors of Artisan Sausage by Helms Workshop | Comedy Central by thelab | Pew

Olins | wanderlust hotel by Foreign Policy Design Group | science museum by johnson banks

ple’s Supermarket by Unreal | NHN by NHN | All About Tea by Moving Brands | Independent

roup | UNICEF by Hyperakt | Bosch by Stephen Menton | Tom’s of Maine by Celia Leung | S

Kuo | Ooligan Press by Alan Dubinsky | Kranji Countryside Association by Ian Chua | Laugh

ang | The Singapore Youth Olympic Games Organizing Committee by Longfei Zhang | Zed Aca

| Colt Firearms by Astra Sodarsono | Chemex by Hamish Haydon | Republic Airlines by And

hanie Tan | Azure by Thomas Lawlor | Southern Soap Works by Andrea C. Gill | Neue Galerie

Comedy Central by thelab | VT Green by Ian Jamieson | Pew Center for Arts & Heritage by j

anual | Cortica Neurosciences by Dan Gutierrez | Yale Mountaineering Club by Ian Jamieson

House by Fleishman-Hillard Creative | Cultures East by Oxide Design Co. | Roothead Studios

ssiter | Olmsted Palmer Interiors by Michael Lassiter | Lynn Eva Barber by Ken Barber | Fa

Apple Orchard by 3 Advertising | Madame Brussels Lane by Studio Alto | Doppelpager by Mile

es | Czech Rugby Union by Lumír Kajnar | Tonteknik Recording by Avalanche Creative | Lati

nyway | Cooking Channel by Trollbäck + Company | Comedy Central by thelab | Antena 3 TV

WG / Aimbush | Sky Arts HD by Jon Yeo | Slice by Manual | Compose by Jesse Reed | Pfizer

A judged competition organized by UnderConsideration, celebrating the best
identity work produced around the world during 2010. The BNAs reward the
most successful collaborations between a client and their designer, design
firm, brand consultancy, or internal creative team. A panel of five judges
convened in Austin, TX on April 5, 2011 to collectively select the 101
winning entries included in this book as well as in an iPad publication.
f o r OT H ER p u r chas i n g o p t i o n s — OFFSE T BOOK a n d IPA D — a n d m o re i n form ation:
www.u n der co n s i der at i o n .co m / b ra n d newawa r ds

